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Section 1 Introduction
The Model 880 series of packages are designed for use as radiography exposure devices or source changers and
also as transport packages for Type A and Type B quantities of radioactive material in special and nonnal form
as welded source capsules.
This test plan is to be used for conducting tests to certify a new Model 880 transport package configuration with
source tracking capability to the applicable safety standards set forth in Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations,
Part 71, "Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive Materiaf'. The plan also covers the criteria stated in
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), Safety Standards Series No. TS-R-1, "Regulations for the
Safe Transport ofRadioactive Materiaf', 2009 Edition.
The new configuration consists of a Model 880 source projector/transport package fitted with a special jacket
embedded with functionality that continuously monitors and tracks radioactive material during transport and
while in use for industrial radiography applications. The new persistent monitoring (PM-Tag) jacket is a dropin replacement for the standard 880 jacket - See Figures 2.1 & 2.2.
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), operated by Battelle Memorial Institute, designed the new PMTagj acket for the U.S. Department of Energy under the Global Threat Reduction Initiative program.
The scope of this plan is limited to only the Model 880 projector series of transport packages which include the
880 Delta, 880 Sigma, 880 Elite, 880 Omega (Type A), 880 Atlas (Type A), and 880 SC. The scope does not
include the Model 880 Pipeliner transport package which will not include the source tracking functionality at
this time.
The total package weight of Model 880 with the PM-Tag jacket is about 55 pounds (lbs.) which is 3 pounds
more than the heaviest of the Model 880 series of packages, the 880 Delta, but is essentially equivalent to the
total weight of the Model 880 Pipeliner package successfully tested under Test Plan 186. The center of gravity
(CG) of the Model 880 with PM-Tag package is slightly different than the other Model 880 package
configurations - See Figures 2.3 through 2.5.
The tests in this plan evaluate the difference in the CG in conjunction with the 55-pound or more total package
weight in all dynamic drop tests required for transport compliance. All other transport package tests and
conditions are unaffected by the difference in CG and weight.

Section 2 Transport Package Description
2.1 Model 880 PM-Tag Transport Package
The Model 880 with PM-Tag is the same transport package as the standard Model 880 series of packages except
it uses a special jacket in place of the standard jacket to protect and carry the 880 body assembly. The Model
880 is approved for transport in the body assembly configuration, without the jacket, making the jacket optional
since jacket failure is not able to adversely impact the integrity or compliance of the body assembly. This new
configuration jacket will also be demonstrated as having no adverse impact on the package integrity when used
and identified as optional for transport.
The PM-Tag jacket assembles to the package in the same manner as the standard jacket but the new jacket is
slightly taller and heavier than the standard jacket. The total package weight will be measured when the test
units are built, but the total weight is estimated to be about 55 pounds. The 55-pound weight is equivalent to
the weight of the Model 880 Pipeliner configuration. The CG location in both the longitudinal and lateral axis
is identical for all configurations. The CG location on the vertical axis varies slightly in proportion to the size
of the various transport packages. See Figures 2.1 through 2.5.

2.2 Model 880 Body Assembly
All Model 880 designs contain radioactive material sealed inside a welded capsule. The capsule is swaged onto
the end of a flexible steel cable with a connector swaged onto the other end to form the source assembly. The
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source capsule is held securely inside the shield of the package by locking the source assembly toJhe rear plate
assembly.
The rear plate assembly is attached to one end of the package by four stainless steel security screws. The security
screws are lubricated and tightened down to a specified torque setting. The geometry of a few rear plate
components keep the source assembly from being pulled out through the back of the package. When in the
closed position, the rear plate lock slide keeps the source assembly from being pushed out the front of the
package until the rear plate is unlocked and the lock slide manually moved to the open position.
A protective cover over the rear plate prevents access to the source until the cover is unlocked with a key and
the cover removed. The cover protrudes slightly beyond the welded body and is in place during transport.
The shield is made of either depleted uranium (DU) or high density tungsten alloy and is centrally located
within the package inside a welded stainless steel body. The welded body consists of a cylindrically shaped
shell with circular endplates welded at each end of the shell. The shield is fixed internally at both ends to each
endplate by a high strength titanium pin passing through the shield and a U-shaped bracket integral with the
endplates.
All shields include an S-shaped channel for the source to travel in for use. During transport, the source capsule
is secured and located in the source channel at the shields thickest section near its geometric center. The Model
880 uses polyurethane foam to fill the cavity between the shield and welded body to protect the shield and
provide some impact absorption.
The front plate assembly outlet port blocks access to the source capsule from the front end of the package. The
same security screws used to attach the rear plate are also used to attach the front plate assembly.

2.3 Model 880 PM-Tag Jacket Assembly
The Model 880 PM-Tag jacket assembly contains functionality that continuously monitors and tracks
radioactive material during transport and when used for industrial radiography applications. The PM-Tag jacket
replaces the standard jacket for customers needing this functionality. The PM-Tag jacket assembly consists of
a polyurethane jacket embedded with a stainless steel handle support assembly which includes two antennas,
and drop-in PM-Tag assembly which includes four rechargeable lithium-ion batteries, a printed circuit board,
and a wireless battery charging coil. The PM-Tag assembly parts are sealed in a watertight plastic box.

HANDLE

·sclP.PORT

·ASSEIU~ilY .

·:·Piil-TAG
A~EMBLY

Figure 2.2. Model 880 with PM-Tag.

Figure 2.1. PM-Tag Jacket Assembly.
NOTE: Jacket shown trans arent.
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Section 3 Regulatory Compliance
The Model 880 with PM-Tag is to be tested and assessed to the applicable safety standards set forth in Title 10,
Code of Federal Regulations, Part 71, "Packaging and Transportation ofRadioactive Materiaf' and the criteria
stated in the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), Safety Standards Series No. TS-R-1, "Regulations
for the Safe Transport ofRadioactive Materiaf', 2009 Edition.
The Model 880 series of packages and Pipeliner configuration have been previously tested and/or evaluated for
transport package compliance under the following Test Plans:
•

Test Plan 100 Report on February 2000 - Model 880 Series Type-A Transport Tests

•

Test Plan 108 Report on August 2000 - Model 880 Series Type-B Transport Tests

•

Test Plan 115 Report on May 2001 - Model 880 Series ISO 3999 Performance Tests

•

Test Plan 186 Report on August 2010- Model 880 Pipeliner Type-B Transport Tests

3.1 Initial Test Conditions
Ambient Temperature: One test unit tested under Test Plan 186, including the polyurethane jacket was cooled
down to -40°F to simulate a potential worst case initial temperature condition for the drop test. The results of
test plan 186 drop tests demonstrated the package successfully passed all test requirements at this temperature.
Therefore, the package will be tested at any temperature between -40°F and +100°F.
Normal Operating Pressure: The primary containment system for the Model 880 is the welded source capsule.
The capsule is seal welded at atmospheric pressure and pressure tested to a minimum of 290 pounds-per square
inch (psi). Except for the capsule and the non-safety PM-Tag, the Model 880 package is open to the atmosphere.
The internal operating pressure of the containment system is considered to be in equilibrium with the outside
pressure of the package. Therefore, an initial pressure other than ambient pressure has no effect on these tests.

3.2 Normal Conditions of Transport (NCT) Tests
Heat per 10 CFR Part 71.71 (C) (1) and IAEA TS-R-1 Para 655: This test will not be performed. The new
PM-Tag jacket will not change the previous evaluation in Test Plan 100 for an ambient temperature of 100°F
in still air, and insolation according to the table given in 10 CFR Part 7 1.71 (C) (1).
Cold per 10 CFR Part 71.71 (C) (2) and IAEA TS-R-1 Para 664: This test will not be performed. As stated
above in the section addressing ambient temperature initial conditions, the new PM-Tag j acket will not change
the previous evaluation for an ambient temperature of -40°F in still air, and shade.
External Pressures per 10 CFR Part 71.71 (C) (3) & (4) and IAEA TS-R-1 Para 660: This test will not be
performed. As stated above in the section addressing normal operating pressure initial conditions, the new PMTag will not change the previous evaluation for external pressures of 3 .5 psi or 20 psi absolute.
Vibration per 10 CFRPart 71.71 (C) (5) and IAEA TS-R-1Para612: This test will not be performed. The
new PM-Tag jacket will not change the previous evaluation in Test Plan 115 for vibration normally incident in
transport.
Water Spray per 10 CFR Part 71.71 (C) (6) and IAEA TS-R-1 Para 721: The test preconditioning will not
be performed. The Model 880 with PM-Tag is constructed of waterproof materials throughout. The water spray
would not contribute to any degradation in the structural integrity of the transport package. The lithium-ion
batteries contained within a watertight housing are made with so little lithium metal that they are not expected
to react with water.
Free Drop per 10 CFR Part 71.71 (C) (7) and IAEA TS-R-1 Para 722 (a): This test shall be performed.
The Model 880 with PM-Tag weighs less than 11,000 pounds. Therefore, the package shall be dropped from a
distance of 1.2 meters (m) or 4 feet (ft.) onto a flat essentially unyielding, horizontal surface, striking the surface
in a position for which maximum damage is expected.
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Corner Drop per 10 CFR Part 71.71 (C) (8) and IAEA TS-R-1 Para 722 (b): This test does not apply and
will not be performed. The Model 880 with PM-Tag is not constructed of fiberboard, wood or contains fissile
material.
Compression per 10 CFR Part 71.71 (C) (9) & TS-R-1 para 723: This test will not be performed. The new
PM-Tag jacket will not change the previous compression test results in Test Plan 100. The Model 880
successfully passed this test without the standard jacket. The PM-Tag jacket is expected to add more protection
to the package than without.
Penetration per 10 CFR Part 71.71 (C) (10) & TS-R-1 para 724: This test will not be performed. The new
PM-Tag jacket will not change the previous penetration test results in Test Plan 100. The Model 880
successfully passed this test without the standard jacket. The PM-Tag jacket is expected to add more protection
to the package than without.

3.3 Hypothetical Accident Conditions (HAC) Tests
Free Drop per 10 CFR Part 71.73 (C) (1) and IAEA TS-R-1 Para 727 (a): This test shall be performed.
The Model 880 with PM-Tag package shall be dropped from a distance of 9 meters or 30 feet onto a flat
essentially unyielding, horizontal surface, striking the surface in a position for which maximum damage is
expected.
Crush per 10 CFR Part 71. 73 (C) (2) and IAEA TS-R-1 Para 727 (c): This test will not be performed. The
Model 880 radioactive contents are either special form or normal form radioactive material less than IOOOA2
values, therefore this test does not apply.
Puncture per 10 CFR Part 71.73 (C) (3) and IAEA TS-R-1 Para 727 (b): This test shall be performed. The
Model 880 with PM-Tag package shall be dropped from a distance of 1 meter or 40 inches onto the upper end
of a solid, vertical, cylindrical, mild steel bar mounted on an essentially unyielding, horizontal surface, striking
the surface in a position for which maximum damage is expected.
Thermal per 10 CFR Part 71.73 (C) (4) and IAEA TS-R-1 Para 728: This test will not to be performed.
The Model 880 transport package has previously been evaluated for this requirement in the test results of Test
Plan 108. If substantial damage were to occur during testing and there is a significant opening in the welded
body that could expose the DU shield, the waiver of thermal testing will be re-evaluated.
Except for maybe the lithium ion battery, the materials used in the PM-Tag jacket will not change the results of
the original thermal test evaluation. During a fire, the non-metallic items listed for the PM-Tagjacket assembly
are expected to burn, melt, or soften without negatively affecting the radiological safety of the package. The
lithium ion battery will be tested and/or evaluated at 800°C for 30 minutes separately in an another
report.
Immersion per 10 CFR Part 71.73 (C) (6) and IAEA TS-R-1 Para 729: This test will not be performed.
Only the source capsule (containment vessel) is sealed. The source capsule is designed and tested to withstand
external pressures well in excess of 22 psi. All other assemblies are designed to allow equalization of internal
and external pressure.

Section 4 Acceptance Criteria
4.1 Regulatory Requirements
The following acceptance criteria shall be used for assessing package compliance to the regulatory
requirements.
•

Normal Conditions of Transport (10 CFR 71.43(t))
There should be no loss or dispersal of radioactive contents, no significant increase in external surface
radiation levels and no substantial reduction in the effectiveness of the packaging.
IAEA Safety Standards Series No. TS-R-1, Para 622 (b) stipulates that the loss of shielding integrity
should not result in more than a 20% increase in the radiation level at any external surface of the package.
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•

Hypothetical Accident Conditions (10 CFR 71.51(a))
There should be no escape of radioactive materials greater than Az in one week and no external dose rate
greater than 1 R/hr at l m from the external surface with the maximum radioactive contents which the
package is designed to carry.

4.2 Test Package Contents
The Model 880 with PM-Tag is designed to carry a welded source capsule mounted onto various flexible wire
source assemblies which can be represented by the Model A424-9 source assembly. Containment of the
radioactive source capsule is checked when the source is manufactured.
Except for the 4-foot drop tests, a simulated Model A424-9 source assembly will be loaded into the test unit for
all other testing. Units dropped from 4-feet will be loaded with a low activity Ir-192 source assembly containing
about 10 curies or less. Radiation levels after testing will be measured by replacing the simulated or low activity
source with a Ir-192 source having an activity around 150 curies (5.55 TBq) to evaluate the impact and
acceptance of the testing on the PM-Tag components.

Section 5 Failure Modes of Interest
5.1 General
Test orientations and conditions in Section 5.3 take advantage of the weight and center of gravity location in
an effort to inflict as much damage as possible to the package in an attempt to cause one or more of the failure
modes in Section 5.2 which could prevent a positive assessment in regards to the acceptance criteria of Section

4.
5.2 Potential Failure Modes
Failure modes for normal and accident condition tests include the following:
I. Significant shield displacement away from the source capsule.
2. Complete detachment of the rear plate assembly from the package.
3. Removal of the simulated source assembly from the package.
4. High deformation of the welded body enough to significantly change the radiation dose measurements on
and around the package beyond acceptable limits.

5. A large opening in the welded body enough to allow the polyurethane foam to fall away from the shield
and package in any orientation during a fire test.

5.3 Drop Test Orientations
Failure modes 1 through 4 listed in Section 5.2 all involve changing the relative position of the source to the
shield and body enough to raise radiation levels on and around the package. Based on previous test results and
analysis, the best way to increase the chance for one or more of these failures is to target the rear plate assembly
in an attempt to break, displace, and/or deform the source-to-shield relative location.
The ideal drop orientation for targeting the rear plate assembly is to align the long axis of the test unit vertically
perpendicular to the drop pad surface with the rear plate dust cover at the lowest point and the center of gravity
over the dust cover. This orientation will attempt to break the security screws attaching the rear plate to the
shield housing. This orientation has the best potential for causing failure modes I through 4.
This worst case drop orientation ensures the entire weight of the device is available in an attempt to remove the
source from the shield. The free body diagram below shows the force vectors associated with the rear plate
upon impact. The majority of the impact load is acting in compression normal to the rear plate and attachment
surface. But about 26% of the impact load is applied in direct shear across the attachment surface because the
endplate is at 15 degrees from the plane of the impact surface. Fastener bending can also occur from the
elastoplastic response of the welded body upon impact.
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Top surface, bottom surface, side surface, and low angle (slap down) impacts will not induce enough damage
to the package to cause one of the listed failure modes. The jacket material and geometry is expected to absorb
a large portion of the impact force and slow the rate of deceleration in all these orientations.
0

15 sin A= 0.26

A=1

15~oa A=0.97

IMPACT
SURFACE
(DROP PAD)

DROP
HEIGHT

Figure S.3.1. All Drop Orientations.

Figure S.3.2. Drop Orientation Free Body Diagram.

5.4 Thennal Test Assessment
Based on the results of previous drop testing done on the Model 880 without the jacket, the failure mode (5) for
creating a substantial opening in the welded body enough to allow the foam to fall away has never been achieved
even when dropped without the benefit of the impact absorbing jacket.
The PM-Tag jacket is made of the same material as the standard jacket and is thicker in some sections.
Therefore, drop orientations to test for failure mode 5 will not be performed. However, drop orientations for
this failure mode will be considered if damage from a drop indicates a potential for the loss of the polyurethane
foam.

Section 6 Test Unit Construction and Condition
Two test units are to be built for testing. Both units shall be manufactured to drawing number 880PM90-TP216
(See Attachment 10.1) and temporary manufacturing instructions (TMI) #942 & #943 in accordance with the
QSA Global, Inc. (QSA) Quality Assurance Program. The weight of each unit should not be greater than 55
pounds. However, if any unit exceeds this limit, then the variation shall be recorded and the heavier unit shall
be used in the drop test sequence.
Except for the 4-foot free drop test, a simulated Model A424-9 source shall be installed in the package for all
other tests. Post-test radiation levels will be measured on and around the test unit after the 1.2 meter and
puncture drop tests with an Ir-192 source at an activity near the package capacity. A high activity Model A4249 source will replace the simulated and/or low activity source for radiation measurements and to evaluate the
test unit's performance against the acceptance criteria of Section 4.
The PM-Tag jacket assembly is designed, manufactured, and supplied by PNNL. The PM-Tag jacket is depicted
on QSA drawing 880PM-41-X (See Attachment 10.2). The "-X" indicates the drawing is tabulated for the
different jacket colors. Except for the color, all other aspects of the jacket assembly are identical.
All test units shall be assembled by QSA staff currently building standard Model 880 units. TMI #942 is to be
used to build test unit #TP2 l 6- l & TMI #943 is to be tlsed to build test unit #TP216-2. Both units are identical.
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One will be used for testing and the other put aside as a spare in the event the first unit is dropped incorrectly
or misses the target feature.
All test units shall be inspected by the QSA Quality Control (QC) staff to the requirements of assembly drawing
880PM90-TP216 and to each TMI as needed.
Except for the electronics and batteries, all materials used in the Model 880 with PM-Tag are the same as the
standard Model 880 series. For reference, the structural materials are type 300-series stainless steel and titanium,
the shielding materials are depleted uranium and tungsten, and the non-safety related part materials are plastic,
aluminum, brass, copper, and rubber. All structurally significant materials of the package exhibit a negligible
change in mechanical properties (fracture toughness, strength, and ductility) within the temperature range of 40°F to 100°F. The shielding materials are relatively brittle throughout this entire temperature range.
The PM-Tag jacket is classified as a safety class "C" item since it simulates package dunnage which provides
some impact absorption, but is not relied upon to be present to survive the testing. The jacket is constructed of
cast polyurethane with two antennas embedded with the stainless steel tube and cable. A secondary assembly
is installed in the base of the jacket and it is made from polypropylene, rechargeable lithium-ion batteries, a
printed circuit board with surface mounted electronics, and a battery recharging coil.

Section 7 Test Equipment and Material
The equipment list worksheets in Section 9 identify the equipment required, with additional space to list other
necessary equipment and measuring instruments needed to perform the tests. Additional materials and
equipment used to facilitate the tests will be listed as needed.

Section 8 Test Procedure
8.1 General
All test units are to be tested in the sequence presented below. Each test subjects the test specimen to a worst
case test condition within the test parameters required by 10 CFR Part 71. The cumulative effects of the test
sequence shall be used to evaluate the transport integrity and radiological safety of the package.

8.2 Roles and Responsibilities
The responsibilities of the groups identified in this plan are:
•

Engineering executes the tests according to the test plan and summarizes the test results.

•

Regulatory Affairs (RA) monitors the tests and re\:'.iews the test plan, report, and documentation for
compliance with regulatory requirements.

•

Quality Assurance (QA) monitors the tests and reviews the test plan, report, and documentation for
compliance with the QSA Global Quality Assurance Program.

•

Radiation Safety Officer (RSO) prepares and monitors the test area for radiation safety and security.

•

Quality Control (QC) is responsible for ensuring the test equipment is calibrated and performs all pre
and post-test radiation measurements per WI-Q-1816.

8.3 Test Unit Preparation and Inspection
1. Build and inspect two test units per drawing number 880PM90-TP216 and TMis #942 & #943.
2. Each unit shall be loaded with a Ir-192 source having an activity around 150 curies (5.55 TBq) and
profiled per WI-Q-1816.
3. Attach provisions for hanging the test unit in the test orientation.
4. Ensure the radiation work permit is approved to allow the 4-foot drop test to be done with a test unit
containing a low activity Ir-192 source.
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5. After profile inspection, reload one test unit with a low activity source containing around IO curies of
Ir-192.
6. Review all fabrication and inspection records to ensure documentation is complete and in accordance
with the QSA Global Quality Assurance Program.

8.4 Normal Condition.of Transport 1.2 Meter Free Drop Test.
NOTE: Only the 1.2-meter free drop test will be performed with a low activity "live" source. This will allow
PNNL staff to monitor and evaluate the performance of the PM-Tag when stressed under normal conditions of
transport. Ensure the test unit is loaded with the active source and the source ID tag is in place.
Precautions must be taken to ensure the safety of the public and staff at all times.
Table8.4
Test Requirement
Test Unit ID
Source Assembly
Test Eauioment
Test Procedure
Drop Height

Test Orientation

Normal C.o ndition of Transnort 1.2 Meter Free Drop Test
10 CFR Part 71.7l(c)(7)
TP216-1 (Include source "activity" tag)
Model A424-9 low activity source (10 Ci or less)
Use TP216 Worksheet 9 .1 - Test Unit & Eauipment Docwnentation
Use TP216 Worksheet 9.2-Test Checklist
1.2 meters (4 feet) - Drop tests height to be adjusted based on the
test specimen weight to simulate impact of a package at the
maximum weight of 55 lbs. Actual drop test height to be recorded
on data sheets.
Fie:ure 5.3.1

8.5 Post Test Assessment- 1.2 Meter Free Drop
Use TP216 worksheet 9.3 to record post-test data and perform an on-site post-test assessment.

8.6 Post Test Radiation Profile Inspection - 1.2 Meter Free Drop
1. Check the location of the source capsule to determine if any movement occurred.
2. Load the test unit with a Ir-192 source having an activity around 150 curies (5.55 TBq), making sure that
the source position and the package configuration is the same as they were immediately after the last test.

3. Measure and record a radiation profile of each test unit in accordance with QSA Global Work Instruction
WI-Q-1806.

8.7 Hypothetical Accident Condition 9 Meter Free Drop Test
Table 8.7
Test Requirement
Test Unit ID
Source Assembly
Test Equipment
Test Procedure
Drop Height

Test Orientation

Hypothetical Accident Condition 9 Meter Free Drop Test :·- -.
10 CFR Part 7l.73(c)(l)
TP216-l (Include "EMPTY'' tlU!:)
Model A424XL-9 Simulated Source Assembly
Use TP216 Worksheet 9 .1 - Test Unit & Eouipment Documentation
Use TP216 Worksheet 9.2-Test Checklist
9 meters (30 feet)- Drop tests height to be adjusted based on the
test specimen weight to simulate impact of a package at the
maximum weight of 55 lbs. Actual drop test height to be recorded
on data sheets.
Fi1mre 5.3.1

~.

8.8 Post Test Assessment - 9 Meter Free Drop
Use TP216 worksheet 9.3 to record post-test data and perform an on-site post-test assessment.
TestPlan216
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8.9 Hypothetical Accident Condition Puncture Drop Test
·Table .8.9 .. ~

:
~ ..,

-.

Test Reauirement
Test Unit ID
Source Assembly
Test Equipment
Test Procedure
Drop Height

Billet Height

...

·1IYJ>othetlcal Accid.e nt C.ondi.«on .tuncfur~ Droi>.Test :.: . .

1

.

.

.

10 CFRPart 71.73(c)(3)
TP216-1 (Include "EMPTY'' taJ?;)
Model A424XL-9 Simulated Source Assembly
Use TP2 l 6 Worksheet 9 .1 - Test Unit & Equipment Documentation
Use TP216 Worksheet 9.2-Test Checklist
1 meters (40 inches)- Drop tests height to be adjusted based on the
test specimen weight to simulate impact of a package at the
maximum weight of SS lbs. Actual drop test height to be recorded
on data sheets.
12 inched tall. Minimum height (8 11 ) required in 10 CFR 71.73(c)(3)
The test unit has no projections or overhanging members longer than
12 inches which could act as impact absorbers, allowing the billet to
cause the maximum damage to the test unit.

The billet shall be bolted to the drop surface.
Test Orientation
Fie:ure 5.3.1
If the orientation needs to be changed, the new orientation must be documented and
approved with a justification describing how it would be a worst condition than the planned
orientation.

8.10 Post Test Assessment- Puncture Drop Test
Use TP216 Worksheet 9.3 - Test Data form to record post-test data and on-site post-test assessment.

8.11 Post Test Radiation Profile Inspection - Puncture Drop Test
4. Check the location of the simulated source capsule to determine if any movement occurred.
S. Load the test unit with an Ir-192 A424-9 source having an activity around lSO curies (5.55 TBq), making
sure that the source position and the package configuration is the same as they were immediately after the
last test.
6. Measure and record a radiation profile of each test unit in accordance with QSA Global Work Instruction
WI-Q-1806.

8.12 Final Test Inspection & Assessment - Post Puncture Drop
Use TP216 Worksheet 9 .4 - Post Test Inspection Data form to record the post-test inspection and assessment.

Section 9 Worksheets
Use the following worksheets to execute the tests of Section 8 and record data for each test:
•

TP216 Worksheet 9.2 -Test Checklist

•

TP216 Worksheet 9.3 -Test Data

Include the following worksheets in the final test report:
•

TP216 Worksheet 9. 1 -Test Unit & Equipment List

•

TP216 Worksheet 9.4 - Post Test Inspection Data

Test Plan 216
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TP216 Worksheet 9.1 ·- Test Unit & Equipment List

.".<·,J

:

:

. .
..

·:f!:

..

Test Units
*"'Attach
NCR

**Attach
Route Cards

Configuration

Drawing Number

Serial Number

PM-Tag Transport

880PM90-TP216 Rev2

TP216-1

SeeTMI942

PM-Tag Transport

880PM90-TP216 Rev2

TP216-2

SeeTMI943

**Attach IlR

**Note: Copies of these records are stored on the network in the following directory:
"K:\4 Design History Files\Model 880\Verification (festing)\TP216 \Test Unit Records"
Tools & Equipment
Enter the Model and Serial Number
Mark NA when not used.

**Attach Inspection
Report or Calibration
Certificate

Drop Surface, Drawing No. Tl0740

SIN 001

Yes

Puncture Billet, Drawing No. T10143

SINO!

Yes

Tool Description

Weight Scale

Yes

Record any additional tools used to facilitate the test and attach the appropriate inspection report or calibration
certificates.
Radiation Meter with Probe

Signature/Date

Print Name

Engineering:

Regulatory:

Quality Assurance:
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TP216 Worksheet 9.2 - ·-T ut Checklist

... - -

. :"! •

.•

.

o·

•.

,.":; ;

.,

.. -

.
:-;-

·"

•• ..... ·....., ,_...;:.,

.· ..

. ....

· ....

--

-.

·.·. ·:

Test:
Test Location: 40 North Ave, Burlington, MA
Step

Data

1.

Record test unit serial number:

2.

Record the test unit weight (from TMI):

Scale SIN:

3.

Record the ambient temperature (°C):

Instrument SIN:

4.

Record the test unit temperature (°C):

Instrument SIN:

5.

Identify set-up orientation figure number:

6.

Record test tools or equipment used:

SIN:
SIN:
7. Record drop test height
8.

Photograph set-up in at least two perpendicular planes.

9.

Begin video recording of the test so that impact is recorded.

10. Raise test unit to drop test height.

11. Release the test unit
12. Stop the video recorder. Ensure the point of impact and orientation specified in the plan has been achieved.

13. Record the damage to the test unit on TP216 Worksheet 9.3 - Test Data
14. Make a preliminary assessment of the test relative to 10 CFR 71.

Record the assessment on TP216 Worksheet 9.3 - Test Data
Signature/Date

Print Name

Engineering:

Regulatory Affairs:

Quality Assurance:
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TP216 Worksheet 9.3- Test Data

'?·.

.

..

..

.. '

: ,.

-"!
•. '"·

·"'

.., .,.•

~

.

....,..

Test Unit Serial Number:

Test:

Test Date:

Test Time:

Drop Orientation Figure:

Actual Drop Height:

Describe Test Unit Target Feature:

Describe Test Unit Rotation/Bounce (if observed):

On-site test unit inspection - Describe obvious damage, broken parts, etc.:

On-site test assessment:

•

Was the test performed in accordance with 10 CFR 71, IAEA TS-R-1 1996, and this test plan? Yes, or No.

•

Does the post-test unit seem to meet the requirements oflO CFR 71 and IAEA TS-R-11996 for this test? Yes, or No .

•

Are any changes to subsequent drop orientations needed to achieve maximum damage? Yes, or No .

If yes, then identify and justify.

•
•

Was the test unit target feature hit at impact? Yes, or No .

•

Will the test unit pass the thermal test based on the accumulated damage assessment? Yes, or No or NA•

Should testing continue with this test unit? Yes, or No. If yes, next test:

Print Name

Signature/Date
Engineering:

Regulatory Affairs:

Quality Assurance:
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•
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•

•
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Test Unit Serial Number:
1.

~t.~~f .

-:tl:··'.g· "i?-:"l'. ..

te8t lnsp-,,~tlo,:, Ds~ _;·· :· · :· · " : , :·. · "· ·.. ·· -:,._-:i:>f;.·'· - .:;;:~~~

. TP21.6 Worlcsheet

.

.

•

.

•.

'

•

·• ,. , ., ... •,

"•

•

'!;.~ ... .

•

'.t· ·. ~

:· ·.•:~·

- ....

. .

Last Test Performed:

Describe and measure (if appropriate) any damage or broken parts, etc.:

2. Describe and measure (if appropriate) any signs of pennanent strain or defonnation:

3. Describe the condition of the source wire assembly. Describe any change in source position (if possible):

4.

Load the package using a representative active source, making sure that the source position and the package
configuration is the same as they were immediately after the last test.

5. Measure and record a radiation profile of each test unit in accordance with QSA Global Work Instruction WI-Q1806.

6. Compare the pre-test dose levels with post-test dose levels at the surface of the package and at 1 meter from the
surface of the package.

7.

Is a radiograph required to inspect for hidden component damage or failure? If radiography is performed, describe
any damage or failures found.

Completed by:

TestPlan216
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Section 1 Introduction
This report documents the test results oftest plan 216 to confirm the new Model 880 transport package configuration
with source tracking capability meets the applicable safety standards set forth in Title 10, Code of Federal
Regulations, Part 71, "Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive MateriaI". The plan also covers the criteria
stated in the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), Safety Standards Series No. TS-R-1, "Regulations for
the Safe Transport ofRadioactive Materiaf', 2009 Edition.
The new configuration consists of a Model 880 source projector/transport package fitted with a special jacket
embedded with functionality that continuously monitors and tracks radioactive material during transport and while
in use for industrial radiography applications. The new persistent monitoring (PM-Tag) jacket is a drop-in
replacement for the standard 880 jacket.
The estimated maximum package weight of Model 880 with the PM-Tagjacket is about 55 pounds (lbs.) which is 3
pounds more than the heaviest of the Model 880 series of packages, the 880 Delta, but is equivalent to the maximum
weight of the Model 880 Pipeliner package successfully tested under Test Plan 186. The center of gravity (CG) of
the Model 880 with PM-Tag is slightly different than the other Model 880 package configurations.
The testing evaluates the difference in the CG in conjunction with the 55-pound maximum package weight in all
dynamic drop tests required for transport compliance. All other transport package tests and conditions are unaffected
·
by the difference in CG and weight.

Section 2 Acceptance Criteria
The following acceptance criteria is used for assessing package compliance to the regulatory requirements.

•

Normal Conditions of Transport (NCT) - 10 CFR 71.43(f)
There should be no loss or dispersal of radioactive contents, no significant increase in external surface
radiation levels and no substantial reduction in the effectiveness of the packaging.
IAEA Safety Standards Series No. TS-R-1, Para 622 (b) stipulates that the loss of shielding integrity should
not result in more than a 20% increase in the radiation level at any external surface of the package.

•

Hypothetical Accident Conditions (HAC) - 10 CFR 71.Sl(a)
There should be no escape of radioactive materials greater than A2 in one week and no external dose rate
greater than 1 R/hr at lm from the external surface with the maximum radioactive contents which the package
is designed to carry.

Section 3 Failure Modes of Interest
Failure modes for all tests include the following:
1. Significant shield displacement away from the source capsule.
2. Complete detachment of the rear plate assembly from the package.
3. Removal of the simulated source assembly from the package.
4. High deformation of the welded body enough to significantly change the radiation dose measurements
on and around the package beyond acceptable limits.
5.

A large opening in the welded body enough to allow the polyurethane foam to fall away from the shield
and package in any orientation during a fire test.
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Section 4 Test Unit Construction and Condition
4.1 Test Unit Construction

Table 4.1 shows the test unit build data. Two test units were built to drawiiig number 880PM90-TP216 Rev 2.
The actual weight of each unit was about 52 pounds, much less than 55 pounds. Drop heights were adjusted to
test the package at the 55-pound weight limit.
.
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TP216-1

943

D14654

R2 006

51-6 lb.

28965G

6.4Ci

TP216-2

944

D14658

R2_008

51.3 lb.

29751G

9.4 Ci

*A low activity source was installed in both test units for the 4-foot drop only. This was to allow the evaluation
of the source tracking performance before, during and after a package drop event during normal transport. A
simulated A424-9XL source assembly was installed for all tests in the hypothetical accident condition test
sequence.
4.2 Free Drop Height Adjustment

The free drop test heights specified in 10 CFR Part 71 are adjusted higher to allow for Model 880PM transport
packages built heavier than the test specimen but less than the maximum package weight. The adjusted drop
heights are calculated by the following equation:

Where ...... H1 is the drop height requirement.
H2 is the adjusted drop height.
W1 is the maximum package weight.
W2 is the actual package weight.
·..TabI~. ·4j. ·A:diusted;Dri>p·Hetg
~".". · . .... ·,.... · ~·.:· .."t·
.,,
. "h._· ts. ;.:"... ,':.>.;
.. :.·:: .. ::.-··.c·:~
. ~.;.·.
.. .. ;· ..-... · .. -. · ... :· ·

. .•:

'

. ".·• ·

,..'restU~if.. ·';.~x. -·~· '·:Actiui{ /~t;i~in'et~r (...:ree°t) : :: - 9.:m.et"i:C30-f~tr:~ <. - t-Meter.:c4~:t:nm>:. 1•
·.. S~rlal # -~~: . We~iit . 'Weight.· ;.. /_.·'. h~)>rop\. ::;·: ·": ·:,"..:F_~·D~op . .; .. ; ~· Pu~dti~e D;.op; '
TP216-1

51.6 lb.

1.3-meter
(4.3-feet)

9.60-meter
(32-feet)

1.1-meter
(43-inches)

51.3 lb.

1.3-meter
(4.3-feet)

9.65-meter
(32-feet 2-inches)

I.I-meter
(43-inches)

55 lb.

TP216-2

---- ---

-

-

-·
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Section 5 Test Results
Test unit # TP216-2 was selected to undergo all the testing. TP2 l 6-l was held back as a spare in the event the
impact feature on TP2 l 6-2 was not hit in any of the tests.
Radiological work permit# 16-12 was used to ensure safe execution of the 4-foot free drop with an active source
assembly. Contamination wipes were taken on the test unit and the radioactive source capsule before and after the
4-foot free drop test were found free of radioactive contamination.

5.1 Normal Condition of Transport 1.2 Meter Free Drop Test.

Table 5.1 is a summary of the test data collected in the 1.2-meter free drop test. The damage to the package
was minimal with only the dust cover receiving some minor compressed deformation.
Radiation measurements taken after the test confirms the package had no loss or dispersal of radioactive
contents, no significant increase in external surface·radiation levels of more than 20% and no substantial
reduction in the effectiveness of the packaging.
The source tracking feature was deemed functional by the Pacific Northwest National Lab (PNNL) team who
examined it after the 4-foot drop test.

.Table.s.1 ..Test#tRes.u ltsData·· _;·.,·_~"·· ·:-. · · · ,.:- · ·· ...
··
Test. ·. .· , . ·
Normal Condition of Trans ort 1.2 Meter Free Dro Test

· ... -·...

·; ~·.: ,.,

UniUD .·_' ' . .. Serial# TP216-2, 880 Delta Serial# 014658

source ,.

Model A424-9 Serial# 29751G 9.4 Ci
See TP216 Worksheet 9.1 - Test Unit & E ui ment Documentation
See TP216 Worksheet 9.2-Test Checklist
Ad·usted to 51.5 inches 1.3-meters, 4.3-feet
1.5 °C (34. 7 °F)

___

,.......,........,..,,....,,..__,,.....,....,.,,,....,..,... 12.3 °C (54.1 °F)
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130.2
131.8
124.4
109.8
107.8

1.0
0.9
0.9
0.9
1.6

139.1
130.1
123.6
1 .3

1.0
1.0
0.9
1.
1.

5.2 Hypothetical Accident Condition 9 Meter Free Drop Test
Table 5.2 is a summary of the test data collected in the 9-meter free drop test. The dust cover was crushed and
the shell edge on the rear plate end was bent inward towards the rear plate at two places. The source remained
locked and secure in the shield. The selector ring was inoperable preventing an attempt to unlock the source.
All rear plate fasteners were intact and appeared undamaged.

See TP216 Worksheet 9.2-Test Checklist
Ad'usted to 32 feet 2 inches 9.65-meters
4.4 °C (40.0 °F)
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edges at two places.

5.3 Hypothetical Accident Condition Puncture Drop Test
Table 5.3 is a summary of the test data collected in the puncture drop test. Slightly more cover deformation
appeared on the test unit. The source remained locked and secure in the shield. The selector ring was
inoperable preventing an attempt to unlock the source. All rear plate fasteners were intact and appeared
undamaged.
After the puncture test, there is no escape of radioactive materials greater than A2 in one week and no external
dose rate greater than 1 R/hr at lm from the external surface with the maximum radioactive contents which the
package is designed to carry.
.-•-..: .
··_:Table 53. te5t #3 Results ·nata· ·,· .,··-·~ -.., . .-·-,

H othetical Accident Condition Puncture Oro Test
10 CFR Part 71.73 c) 3
Serial# TP216-2, 880 Delta Serial# 014658

See TP216 Worksheet 9 .2 - Test Checklist
Ad' usted to 43 inches 1.1-meters
(42.6 °f)
5.8

oc

:· UnifTe.;np;... ·..'
Orien_tatio~ ·:"
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117.3
95.6

1.0
1.

147
71

11%
-97%
16%
-65%

-

Yi

-38%
-25%
9%
-13%
33%
- Yc

5.4 Final Test Inspection & Assessment - Post Puncture Drop
The shell edge at the rear plate end of the package bent inward at two places- See Figure S.4.3 through S.4.6.
The damaged shell had no affect and does not adversely affect the radiological safety of the package.
Drop test damage caused the rear plate assembly to bind, preventing the plunger lock from unlocking and the
selector ring from rotating to release the crushed dust cover. The dust cover measures 0.16 inches thinner
compared to an undamaged cover and had to be pried off the rear plate to examine the source connector. The
source connector is slightly bent and shows a compression mark at the base of the ball feature from impacting
the lock slide but otherwise fully intact and functional - See Figure 5.4.13.
The crushed rear plate made source transfer difficult and unsafe for the final radiation profile measurements. A
measurement was taken of the compressed plate from the welded endplate to the outside face of the selector ring
retainer. The compressed distance is approximately o·.06 inches in towards the package center compared to the
same measurement taken on an undamaged unit - See Figure S.4.2.
The crushed rear plate assembly was replaced by the rear plate assembly of test unit TP2 l 6-l. Based on the very
low radiation measurements taken after the puncture test, the offset distance of about 0.06 inches provided by
the replaced rear plate and another 0.12 inches for the dust cover assembly is not enough to increase the radiation
measurements to the 1-R/hr at 1-meter from the surface of the package.
All four security screws attaching the rear plate to the package were undamaged and easily removed with the
standard wrench. The rear plate center boss feature had deformed and wedged itself into the source tube hole of
the welded endplate. As a result, the rear plate had to be pried away from the package for disassembly - See
Figures 5.4.7 through S.4.9.
The lock slide is intact but bent at a location on the slide extending outside the selector ring diwneter. The sleeve
is intact but crimped in the selector ring retainer. It appears as though the features of the lock slide deformed into
the selector ring retainer to capture the sleeve - See Figures S.4.10 through S.4.12. The damage to the lock
slide and sleeve did not release or move the source from its fully shielded position within the package.
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Figure 5.4.11. Selector Ring
Retainer - Dust Cover Side.

Fi

Figure 5.4.12. Selector Ring
Retainer- Lock Side Side.

re 5.4.13. Simulated Source Assembl with Bent Connector.

The contamination wipe tests and radiation profile measurements taken before and after the 1.2-meter drop
confirm the Model 880 in the PM tag configuration meets the 1.2-meter free drop test requirements for normal
conditions of transport.
The I-meter from the surface of the package radiation profile measurements taken before and after the 9-meter
and puncture drop sequence confirms the Model 880 in the PM tag configuration meets the drop test requirements
for the hypothetical accident condition.

5.5 Thermal Test Assessment
No damage occurred as a result of the testing to create an opening in the shield encasement which would allow
the foam fill to fall away from the package when subjected to a fire test as described in 10 CFR Part 71. The
materials of the shield encasement and source securing mechanism will allow the package to shield and secure
the source during and after a fire at 800°C for 30 minutes. As such, the radiation profile measurements taken
after the puncture drop will not change after the thermal test Based on this evaluation, the Model 880 PM tag
configuration will continue to meet the HAC acceptance criteria when subjected to the thermal test after the drop
test sequence.
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5.6 IAEA Reverse Sequence Assessment
The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), Safety Standards Series No. TS-R-1 requires an assessment
for HAC drop testing performed in the reverse order - with the puncture drop before the 9-meter free drop test.
The relatively small size of the Model 880 package compared to large spent fuel casks results in the puncture
drop to be essentially equivalent to the 1.2-meter free drop required for NCT. The positive results in the 1.2meter free drop therefore shows the Model 880 package is able to meet the HAC drop test requirements if
performed in the reverse order.

Section 6 Conclusion
The test results confirm the Model 880 with the PM tag version of the optional jacket meets the applicable safety
standards set forth in Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 71, "Packaging and Transportation ofRadioactive
Material" and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), Safety Standards Series No. TS-R-1, "Regulations
for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materiar•, 2009 Edition.
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..

T~tUnits

..

•·..•• l)rawing NuIDber · .· Serial Number

Configuration ·

**Attach UR ·

**Attach
NCR

.·**Attach
Route Cards

PM-Tag Transport

880PM90-TP216 Rev2

TP216-1

SeeTMI 942

NA

SeeTMI942

PM-Tag Transport

880PM90-TP216 Rev2

TP216-2

SeeTMI 943

NA

SeeTMI943
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**Note: Copies of these records are stored on the network in the following directory:
"K:\4 Design History Files\Model 880 Series Projectors\Design Verification\TP216 \Test Unit Records"
··.

_.

.

.

....

•"

·· r()ols .& Equipment ·
· ..·.

• Tool Description ·

·· ·E:nter: .the Model and SerialNumber
Marie. NA when not used,

** A~ch Inspection
Report or Calibration
Certificate

Drop Surface, Drawing No. T10740

SIN 001

Yes

Puncture Billet, Drawing No. T10143

SIN 01

Yes

Weight Scale

SIN 411

Yes

SIN 150163

Yes

. SINT-179139

Yes

Temp Gage
Temp Gage
..

Record any additional tools:u_s~d to facilitate the test and attach the appropriate inspe~tion report or calibration
.
. . ... . . ' .. . ..
. .
. .
. .. . .
.
. ..
certificates. .
Radiation Meter with Probe
Auto profiler

·Signature/Date
Engineering:

E-600 Meter SIN 1863 with
HP290 Probe SIN 1124

Yes

S/NP3

Yes

Print Name

S-~

Regulatory:
'II
I

Quality Assurance:

rf

v
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_tP216 .wdt1ssheet;s.2 L T~t -Checklist

:

·. .

-·..

;: .··

Test Location: 40 North Ave, Burlington, MA
Data

Step
1.

Record test unit serial number:

2.

Record the test unit weight (from TMI):

3.

Record the ambient temperature (0 C):

Tf-> 2. t ~- 2...
SL.~

LS"
l z,

4. Record the test unit temperature (0 C):
5.

Identify set-up orientation figure number:

6.

Record test tools or equipment used:

Scale SIN:

U3

{ ~4 .7 &F\

> ( ~. (

1

F)

4

l(

Instrument SIN: tSo lb 3
Instrument SIN: T- l1"'1l34

t==~1ts.> . I
SIN: ov(

-(-

SIN:

7. Record drop test height.
8.

Photograph set-up in at least two perpendicular planes. /

9.

Begin video recording of the test so that impact is recorded. /

10. Raise test unit to drop test height.

v

11 . Release the test unit. ./
12. Stop the video recorder. Ensure the point of impact and orientation specified in the plan has been achieved. /
13. Record the damage to the test unit on TP216 Worksheet 9.3 - Test Data/
14. Make a preliminary assessment of the test relative to 10 CFR 71. /
Record the assessment on TP216 Worksheet 9.3 -Test Data

Print Name

Signature/Date
Engineering:

~. ~

Regulatory Affairs:

Quality

K.9....v--1'--l ~~( \,

Assurance~el- I~ \let.. lC.0
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<>-· .:~·:} . ·.· '.. ~- ;. ·.' ·-:.· ,:_·~ ,. . . -: ..·
:'.··.,._;:,:,,TP2:16)Norksheet
9.3 --TeSt
Data >
·. ·.<:c_":."
.'.: ·.• '.":·:· ..\· ..
· '·: ·: ··':
<'":•,·.:· ·: ..

... ··_,

~:. ·.:. ··;: .. ":>·::' ''.:-:,~:.}:;: .\'.:..:·.; ·::;:~':.'_~·~
~·:';'::::._-:•:,:~·

--:.:.~/

< :-. • • •';- : • , ••.

.,

... ,

-~ : .

··< •- -·

'1 ;.: : .. : ·: · ·~.':-.

Test Unit Serial Number:
Test Date:

Test Time:

Drop Orientation Figure:

s.·~ - i

io : sz A!?\,

Actual Drop Height:

Describe Test Unit Target Feature:
tr"C"A2 Pt Dk Ot.-S.-r 4,o.e-,

Describe Test Unit Rotation/Bounce (if observed):
j..)O

7Zoio<-t-,lc!,._, ~ t"'Cf7~, 5;,.,.,,,,{{ e,g..,..,~
,.. 't,

, -,..,~,, '

On-site test unit inspection - Describe obvious damage, broken parts, etc.:

On-site test assessment:
•

Was the test performed in accordance with 10 CFR 71 , IAEA TS-R-1 1996, and this test plan? t{i;;or No.

•

Does the post-test unit seem to meet the requirements of 10 CPR 71 and IAEA TS-R-1 1996 for this test? ~or No.

•

Are any changes to subsequent drop orientations needed to achieve maximum damage? Yes, or~

If yes, then identify and justify.

•

Was the test unit target feature hit at impact?@? or No.

•

Should testing continue with this test unit?&;5, or No. If yes, next test: ~

•

Will the test unit pass the thermal test based on the accumulated damage assessment? Yes, or No o~

Signature/Date
Engineering:

Quality Assurance:

Test Plan 216

Print Name

>- ~ lZ-/s/Z-c.tb

Regulatory Affairs:

q-A-C-. ~

S+eve

~~I '-f. ~c..J1,

If.

f

())

~~

IT~~

I 'i t>ec.-

~ ~ e-r

L-O"(l-l

~ D-C l-A lZ.._

I(..,
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-

- 1

Test Unit Serial Number:
l.

- lp

2- l b _ .z_

LastTestPerformed: NC."L [.'2 Me.f..., ~

Describe and measure (if appropriate) any damage or broken parts, etc.:

b-Jo dovtovS

2.

l:>~G=e e>G~( ~I<: !3a.,..;I 'Pi.'~.s. tF r>vs.( 4i.1......, .

Describe and measure (if appropriate) any signs of permanent strain or deformation:

~p?~:w : N"<A-r~7

o, o--:s

~c.~ ....')

fl~

$.J~

1....,.:::.-}.es

1)v.>T

oC:: C°vr.tp...,,S.5..:!..!> il"!Ar~•' A'l A-r ()..j+~A.JLr.>

'"v~.

3.

Describe the condition of the source wire assembly. Describe any change in source position (if possible):

4.

Load the package using a representative active source, making sure that the source position and the package
configuration is the same as they were immediately after the last test.

5.

Measure and record a radiation profile of each test unit in accordance with QSA Global Work Instruction WI-Q1806.

6.

Compare the pre-test dose levels with post-test dose levels at the surface of the package and at 1 meter from the
surface of the package.
~ A~

C2.A.l> 11>.£.1t>,..J

?fl.Unle

\-?\~~_.......,fs

Is a radiograph required to inspect for hidden component damage or failure? If radiography is performed, describe
any damage or failures found.

7.

Completed by:

Date:

tz--/~

>-~
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Test:

l+A.c.

tt-~e..e..

('3o-~7\

b.A.L'"~~ <2/t./Zo1~

f\e.ec: 3::u2oP £e.Sl"

Test Location: 40 North Ave, Burlington, MA
Step

Data

I.

Record test unit serial number:

2.

Record the test unit weight (from TMI):

3.

Record the ambient temperature (0 C):

4 ,4

4.

Record the test unit temperature (°C):

q,S

5.

Identify set-up orientation figure number:

6.

Record test tools or equipment used:

S l 1 -S LE.

Scale SIN:

,. . . \
--n.>.O #',-)
(·_.,,~

4 lL

Instrument SIN: iSo tb 3

( b"S,b "F)

InstrumentSIN: T-l"7'9l'>'l

F°l 'i .:ff 5. 3 . (
SIN:

oo(

SIN:
7. Record drop test height.

v

8.

Photograph set-up in at least two perpendicular planes.

9.

Begin video recording of the test so that impact is recorded./

10. Raise test unit to drop test height.a/
11. Release the test unit. i/
12. Stop the video recorder. Ensure the point of impact and orientation specified in the plan has been achieved. i /
13 . Record the damage to the test unit on TP216 Worksheet 9.3 - Test Data v
14. Make a preliminary assessment of the test relative to 10 CFR 71~
Record the assessment on TP216 Worksheet 9.3 -Test Data /
Signature/Date

Engineering:

Print Name

S .~

'
S'fev<:... ~l~

Regulatory Affairs:

Quality Assurance:

D~ lr(;~•?l--.-t A3;>)v.S.fm.z,....>..f--:. SS/<$'"<. '3::: l . o7:t

°';K"

30 -:::

>2

~ z,~.
@
tz./b/lb
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..

• ,<·'

·:·-.:

.:,.

..

·.''.,

-.-- .

..

.'' f P216 W,oi.k.sheef .9.~ -T est D~ta

.

'

.

. ..
.
·..

..

.

.

.

;

Test Unit Serial Number:

'LP 2 1(:.-2..

Test: H-.o..c.

Test Date:

t2/(,/ Z-c.lb

Test Time:

Drop Orientation Figure:

. '

+t S . 5 . I

'1-~fe.R. { -w- Ftror) t.::>eo~
lo : Z.4 AL7\

Actual Drop Height:

>"2 fu_-f

Z1i-->c-~S

Describe Test Unit Target Feature:

Describe Test Unit Rotation/Bounce (if observed):
NO 12<>4~ 1 ... fS.cPDL..L tn.(?Ptt- ( , 3t>v ... <ei:> l'ht.i.Jl
t;>v'7t l-o Vh C.12 v >\,c!-l:> I u·n:> ~ Pf.A-k._
(, ll'th.6 + fl>{l><f-.c l'tf'k
l AtfA-&-1
On-site test unit inspection - Describe obvious damage, broken parts, etc.:

.

G.J<! v-S h. ?!)

. '3a....>T'

t:;ivst

<;;~ll

c::T-2~~

&v&-e.z :Zz.

PLA~>S

On-site test assessment:

•

Was the test performed in accordance with 10 CFR 71 , IAEA TS-R-1 1996, and this test plan?~ or No.

•

Does the post-test unit seem to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 71 and IAEA TS-R- 1 1996 for this test?~, or No .

•

Are any changes to subsequent drop orientations needed to achieve maximum damage? Yes, o r~
If yes, then identify and justify.

•

Was the test unit target feature hit at impact? G, or No .

•
•

Should testing continue with this test unit?~ or No. If yes, next test:

e+.c..c.

fv,.JC:Tv~

C>l?<;.?

Will the test unit pass the thermal test based on the accumulated damage assessment? Yes, or No or@

Signature/Date
Engineering:

Print Name
s. .~

Regulatory Affairs:

Quality Assurance:

Test Plan 21 6

L2/~/ 2'o'-'

~.,_____
i l/~ ... I~
,.,
~~

tc.J..~\(o
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.....

Test:

'Pu"-' C. Tv.ee_

Test Location: 40 North Ave, Burlington, MA
Step

Data

1.

Record test unit serial number:

2.

Record the test unit weight (from TMI):

3.

Record the ambient temperature (0 C):

c.
S ,u

4.

Record the test unit temperature (0 C):

i b, 2 ( (;, (, \

5.

Identify set-up orientation figure number:

6.

Record test tools or equipment used:

TP :Z-lb-2.
SL 3

7.

Record drop test height.

8.

Photograph set-up in at least two perpendicular planes. /

9.

Begin video recording of the test so that impact is recorded./

(4 2

LB

Scale SIN: 4lt

/ o vc \.)

Instrument SIN: I :;'o ~b >

·b

0

f

J

Instrument SIN: T -1'"7'113'7

SIN:

e>o(

SIN:

D(

10. Raise test unit to drop test height..,/
11. Release the test unit. v'
12. Stop the video recorder. Ensure the point of impact and orientation specified in the plan has been achieved./ '
13. Record the damage to the test unit on TP216 Worksheet 9.3 - Test Data v
14. Make a preliminary assessment of the test relative to IO CFR 71. /
Record the assessment on TP216 Worksheet 9.3 - Test Data./

·Signature/Date
Engineering:

Print Name
S~ ~

Regulatory Affairs:

Test Plan 216

~

l <.t_ ~c... ( i

~~-~

-

)(7
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-·

'

Test Unit Serial Number:

l'2-/ b /
:tt s .'5.

Drop Orientation Figure:

-"

--

Test:

?v~av12e.

t-\AC..

2o 1.l,

Test Time:

l

Actual Drop Height:

LO :~

.•

. .

..

-·

-n::::>zl~-2

Test Date:

'·.
.. ......

·,

•.

..

··. -TP216. Worksheet 9_.3.: Test p~t~ ·

4z.

',

'

t::>.e.oP

At;;\

4 3

i~S

Describe Test Unit Rotation/Bounce (if observed):

Describe Test Unit Target Feature:

µ() ~~'l,,._) ~

DJf.."L ?i>v~ -

t.MfAil·

SM/"'/(

gW,_.,C<

.Al.:>.~T ~ ,,..~1-t~ .

On-site test unit inspection - Describe obvious damage, broken parts, etc. :

"

.

C:..-Rv';7\i.~

GZ,12+->\

t:>vs-r ?c.v..n

S'vvz l(

/St.Ce.s

lz

f't'kl,! :z

:s

On-site test assessment:
Was the test performed in accordance with 10 CFR 71 , IAEA TS-R-1 1996, and this test plan?~ or No .

•
•

Does the post-test unit seem to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 71 and IAEA TS-R-1 1996 for this test?@or No .

•

Are any changes to subsequent drop orientations needed to achieve maximum damage? Yes, or~
If yes, then identify and justify.

•

Was the test unit target feature hit at impact?~ or No .

•

Should testing continue with this test unit? Yes, or~ If yes, next test:

•

Will the test unit pass the thermal test based on the accumulated damage assessment~ or No or NA.

Signature/Date
Engineering:

Print Name

s. ~ i

o/t/

S-r'~ve. ~/VI~/!_

Z-0 tl

Regulatory Affairs:

~tr---~ l{ ~ c.. ( ~

Quality Assurance:

fo_.l)t-,Z-

Test Plan 216
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.. ·.·· :.: : :·.:·...•·.·: ·. :•.. :···;.···· '.· ·..... ·: .·--·<·, .. :·:..·:,::.·.. :·; .·.

... :·· ... . . ···-

-·-· r~2i~-, Vt:~'ft$1!f!~t ~~4. -PQ~t T,e~~· 'f!ff~~~~~-l?~ta.. .· .·... :· ·.
"LP2t.b-Z.

Test Unit Serial Number:

1.

Last Test Performed:

l~G

C·••

Y-

;::

-.

:.

?vr-lCTv~ ~

Describe and measure (if appropriate) any damage or broken parts, etc.:

" C..l<:v?"i~>

OuS-c' 4v~

' She\\ Go)-l- ~1" A I: -two Pl.I.>. t.e s

2.

'·:

·.

·.'.

( ~-t- l 1>-J..,..,NU>)

Describe and measure (if appropriate) any signs of permanent strain or deformation:

(.;we.:.~ ~vs-r ~,;-'"l +~SW( ~:s-e--> {~o pl/:>rU.J:.) ~~
~o-ful t:>(U}p. ~~le Co/V'\f''lb..(k.? IXi;:,,;"'T P -12 r,_.~k~·. t.u-k:s-1.'n.e + .:>ovl"tk
c..o .... ~~

P.?~-r

~t;z,1_,.,"1 ~'-(...
3.

Af.::;,µI o , °'6 ( .vv~;-.
{,f)J.6-J t-ONf~ 5~ ;11vJ p..f"--t"..?i_

V'v.vvtv-'\..€--,

Describe the condition of the source wire assembly. Describe any change in source position (if possible):
~l'(

Sc.vec:.e.

C.U1rze..

-Lo~

v,...~e.b.

vN\>AM"""5e-3> ~

~ov1U£. Pos, l'oJ.--J ~S

4.

Load the package using a representative active source, making sure that the source position and the package
configuration is the same as they were immediately after the last test.

S.

Measure and record a radiation profile of each test unit in accordance with QSA Global Work Instruction WI·Q·
1806.

6.

Compare the pre-test dose levels with post-test dose levels at the surface of the package and at I meter from the
surface of the package.

See- /x/;(./lc•-~ (CAs;;>,.Y,l(f...J.. -~ f -<.e>n le. Ar1.~v,-e._,~.

7.

Is a radiograph required to inspect for hidden component damage or failure? If radiography is performed, describe
any damage or failures found .

Completed by:

Date:

~~
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l?,\e:'$

SHIELDING PROFILE AND INSPECTION FORM
(SPIF)
F-Q-1806-2

l i1%V

I

Sheet

...

I

of

Shield Data

Model:

F/~OJJ

;J..

~??oo/

Shield PIN:

I·Serial# 'I:>"'TP''i"";a.1's -11 IRadionuclide:.I~ -;r.;l... I Max. Capacity JSD Ci
IShield Heat# /3 8'1--])S/
ILot# /6,;z goa/3D3
Profile Process Data

Source Model:A 4 .;t '-1-1

Source Ser.# 3 Sf 'RS G-

Survey Inst. 1 £&00

Serial#

Survev Inst. 2

f\//t

Inst. Probe: 1 ,.57'1 P ~ '? o

I

2 (..3

Serial#

i\f--1

Serial#

11.i.'/

Capacity Correction Factor:

/,,

Radionuclide: J:.-.1 9 ;J,
Date Cal.

11/;AG-

Date Due:

·5 /7/17

Date Cal.

fl/J')

Date Due:

;V-1

Serial#

1'1/ .4

lost. Probe: 2

·'

Location

At
Surface

Top

ld.o

/. -1- I

Right

9~

/. :i.. I

Front

43

/,o?

Left

~7

/, :l. ,

,.,

Rear

~7

/.or:;

/1 I

Bottom

~7

/ • .J.. i

Surface Corr.
Factor

At30Cm
[Note2}

Adiusted Dose Rate mR/hr
At One
At
At30Cm
Meter
Surface
[Note2]
!Note 11

At One

Meter

'. "

/\}t:)

.:2 03

...

'i

.

\., •

(;,

.•

Acceptance Criteria:
Result: (Check one)

Inspector:,~

f .u-fJ{,/

,.JJ/

I

I

'8

/.~b

,g

t,~

/. I

/'f 7

.~

71
90

J,5
\V

<200

NA

Accept

Date: 1..~/7,#~

11.Jt.:<.. ,...; ::rc.c.f:=.J.

fJ-tA>Ct.-.1 ·,..J2 k-

f.i,'J

~o

Measured Dose Rate mRlhr

Comments:

Activitv: /o?.SCi

Re.iect

~&

=

~.o

/

NCR#

A ~SR.At 617

s--hy

1> l'Z-<:>f' ~

Notes:
1. Refer to F-Q-1806-1, Shield Efficiency Testing Surface Correction Factors for an existing device model, or
F-Q-1806-3, Shield Profile Worksheet for One meter acceptance limit.
2. The 30cm readings are only reqUired when specifically requested.
3. Additional sheets may be used to describe results or indicate reading locations using sketches. Number all sheets
and indicate total number of sheets. Make sure shield Identification is included on each sheet.
4. Attach auto profiler print out to this sheet if used.

F-Q-1806-2, rev. 4

Page 1of1

27 January 20 l 0

--

ml
Device sin:

880 Auto-Profiler Data .Fonn
Fohn F..Q-1806-6

urce Data
Source model:

014658 :rP216-2
DELTA

1628001303
1384-051
016

IAccept

Inspector:~

Date:

1~/s//'
. '

NCR#:

Comments:

Notes:

F-Cl-1806-6, rev. 1

Page 1of1

June 2016

Profile ID:
Device sin:
14 Right
15 Right
0

Right

1

Right

2

Top

3

Top

4

Top

5

Top

6

Left

7

Left

8

Left

9

Left

10 Bottom
11 Bottom
12 Bottom
13 Bottom

D14658,TP216-2 12/5/2016 4:29:25 PM
D14658,TP216-2

Profile Date:
Model:

DELTA

05 Dec 2016

880 Auto-Profiler Data Form
Form F-Q-1806-6

880 Device Data
Device s/n:
Model:
Shield Lot#:
Shield Heat #:
lr-192 capacity (Ci):

I Accept

Source model:
Source s/n:
Isotope:
Source activity (Ci):
Assav date:

014658
DELTA
1628001303
1384-D51
1i:;n nn

Profile Date:
Current Activity (Ci):
Capacity Correction:

30 Nov 2016
114.7
1.307

Surtace Maximum Values
170.6
139.2
131 .8
124.4
109.8
107.8

Top
Right
Bottom
Left
Front
Rear

Profile Source Data
424-9
35485G
lr-192
141.0
08 Nov 2016

Profile Process Data
Profile ID:
D14658 11/30/2016 11 :05:41 AM
Surface Correction {front/rear):
Surface Correction <sides>:

Profile Results - in mR/hr
< 200 mR/hr?
1 Meter Maximum Values
y
1.0
y
1.0
y
0.9
y
0.9
y
0.9
y
1.6

1.1 71
1.171

< 2 mR/hr?

y
y
y
y
y
y

VI Reject

Instrument Model:
Instrument sin:
Right Contact sin:
Contact-2nd sin:
Contact-3rd sin:
Left Contact sin:
1-Meter Side sin:
1-Meter Rear sin:
1-Meter Front sin:
Contact-Ends sin:

Inspector:

M4612
291495
P3-1
P3-2
P3-3
P3-4
PR319789
PR319787
PR319785
P3-8

µ lhtr

Profile Instrument Data
Cal date:
Cal due date:
Cal date:
Cal date:
Cal date:
Cal date:
Cal date:
Cal date:
Cal date:
Cal date:

Date:

2016-08-04
2016-08-04
2016-08-04
2016-08-04
2016-12-04
2016-08-04
2016-08-04
2016-08-04

t(L2 oLfb.

2016-08-04
2016-12-04
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal

due date:
due date:
due date:
due date:
due date:
due date:
due date:
due date:

2016-12-04
2016-12-04
2016-12-04
2016-12-04
2016-12-04
2016-12-04
2016-12-04
2016-12-04

NCR#'.

Comments:

Notes:

F-Q-1806-6, rev. 1

Page 1of1

June 2016
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TP216
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Section 1 Introduction
The Model 880 series of packages are designed for use as radiography exposure devices or source changers and
also as transport packages for Type A and Type B quantities of radioactive material in special and normal form
as welded source capsules.
This test plan is to be used for conducting tests to certify a new Model 880 transport package configuration with
source tracking capability to the applicable safety standards set forth in Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations,
Part 71, "Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive Materiar'. The plan also covers the criteria stated in
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), Safety Standards Series No. TS-R-1, "Regulations for the
Safe Transport ofRadioactive Materiaf', 2009 Edition.
The new configuration consists of a Model 880 source projector/transport package fitted with a special jacket
embedded with functionality that continuously monitors and tracks radioactive material during transport and
while in use for industrial radiography applications. The new persistent monitoring (PM-Tag) jacket is a dropin replacement for the standard 880 jacket - See Figures 2.1 & 2.2.
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), operated by Battelle Memorial Institute, designed the new PMTagjacket for the U.S. Department of Energy under the Global Threat Reduction Initiative program.
The scope of this plan is limited to only the Model 880 projector series of transport packages which i.nclude the
880 Delta, 880 Sigma, 880 Elite, 880 Omega (Type A), 880 Atlas (Type A), and 880 SC. The scope does not
include the Model 880 Pipeliner transport package which will not include the source tracking functionality at
this time.
The total package weight of Model 880 with the PM-Tag jacket is about 55 pounds (lbs.) which is 3 pounds
more than the heaviest of the Model 880 series of packages, the 880 Delta, but is essentially equivalent to the
total weight of the Model 880 Pipeliner package successfully tested under Test Plan 186. The center of gravity
(CG) of the Model 880 with PM-Tag package is slightly different than the other Model 880 package
configurations - See Figures 2.3 through 2.5.
The tests in this plan evaluate the difference in the CG in conjunction with the 55-pound or more total package
weight in all dynamic drop tests required for transport compliance. All other transport package tests and
conditions are unaffected by the difference in CG and weight.

Section 2 Transport Package Description
2.1 Model 880 PM-Tag Transport Package
The Model 880 with PM-Tag is the same transport package as the standard Model 880 series of packages except
it uses a special jacket in place of the standard jacket to protect and carry the 880 body assembly. The Model
880 is approved for transport in the body assembly configuration, without the jacket, making the jacket optional
since jacket failure is not able to adversely impact the integrity or compliance of the body assembly. This new
configuration jacket will also be demonstrated as having no adverse impact on the package integrity when used
and identified as optional for transport.
The PM-Tagjacket assembles to the package in the same manner as the standard jacket but the new jacket is
slightly taller and heavier than the standard jacket. The total package weight will be measured when the test
units are built, but the total weight is estimated to be about 55 pounds. The 55-pound weight is equivalent to
the weight of the Model 880 Pipeliner configuration. The CG location in both the longitudinal and lateral axis
is identical for all configurations. The CG location on the vertical axis varies slightly in proportion to the size
of the various transport packages. See Figures 2.1 through 2.5.

2.2 Model 880 Body Assembly
All Model 880 designs contain radioactive material sealed inside a welded capsule. The capsule is swaged onto
the end of a flexible steel cable with a connector swaged onto the other end to form the source assembly. The
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source capsule is held securely inside the shield of the package by locking the source assembly to the rear plate
assembly.
The rear plate assembly is attached to one end of the package by four stainless steel security screws. The security
screws are lubricated and tightened down to a specified torque setting. The geometry of a few rear plate
components keep the source assembly from being pulled out through the back of the package. When in the
closed position, the rear plate lock slide keeps the source assembly from being pushed out the front of the
package until the rear plate is unlocked and the lock slide manually moved to the open position.
A protective cover over the rear plate prevents access to the source until the cover is unlocked with a key and
the cover removed. The cover protrudes slightly beyond the welded body and is in place during transport.
The shield is made of either depleted uranium (DU) or high density tungsten alloy and is centrally located
within the package inside a welded stainless steel body. The welded body consists of a cylindrically shaped
shell with circular endplates welded at each end of the shell. The shield is fixed internally at both ends to each
endplate by a high strength titanium pin passing through the shield and a U-shaped bracket integral with the
endplates.
All shields include an S-shaped channel for the source to travel in for use. During transport, the source capsule
is secured and located in the source channel at the shields thickest section near its geometric center. The Model
880 uses polyurethane foam to fill the cavity between the shield and welded body to protect the shield and
provide some impact absorption.
The front plate assembly outlet port blocks access to the source capsule from the front end of the package. The
same security screws used to attach the rear plate are also used to attach the front plate assembly.
2.3 Model 880 PM-Tag Jacket Assembly

The Model 880 PM-Tag jacket assembly contains functionality that continuously monitors and tracks
radioactive material during transport and when used for industrial radiography applications. The PM-Tag jacket
replaces the standard jacket for customers needing this functionality. The PM-Tag jacket assembly consists of
a polyurethane jacket embedded with a stainless steel handle support assembly which includes two antennas,
and drop-in PM-Tag assembly which includes four rechargeable lithium-ion batteries, a printed circuit board,
and a wireless battery charging coil. The PM-Tag assembly parts are sealed in a watertight plastic box.

HANQLE

·:sl.JPPORT.

llssell.t]tv .·.·

'··. PM ...TAG
ASSEMBLY
Figure 2.1. PM-Tag Jacket Assembly.
NOTE: Jacket shown trans arent.
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Section 3 Regulatory Compliance
The Model 880 with PM-Tag is to be tested and assessed to the applicable safety standards set forth in Title 10,
Code of Federal Regulations, Part 71, "Packaging and Transportation ofRadioactive Materiaf' and the criteria
stated in the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), Safety Standards Series No. TS-R-1 , "Regulations
for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materiaf', 2009 Edition.
The Model 880 series of packages and Pipeliner configuration have been previously tested and/or evaluated for
transport package compliance under the following Test Plans:
•

Test Plan 100 Report on February 2000 - Model 880 Series Type-A Transport Tests

•

Test Plan 108 Report on August 2000 - Model 880 Series Type-B Transport Tests

•

Test Plan 115 Report on May 2001 - Model 880 Series ISO 3999 Performance Tests

•

Test Plan 186 Report on August 2010 - Model 880 Pipeliner Type-B Transport Tests

3.1 Initial Test Conditions
Ambient Temperature: One test unit tested under Test Plan 186, including the polyurethane jacket was cooled
down to -40°F to simulate a potential worst case initial temperature condition for the drop test. The results of
test plan 186 drop tests demonstrated the package successfully passed all test requirements at this temperature.
Therefore, the package will be tested at any temperature between -40°F and +100°F.
Normal Operating Pressure: The primary containment system for the Model 880 is the welded source capsule.
The capsule is seal welded at atmospheric pressure and pressure tested to a minimum of 290 pounds per square
inch (psi). Except for the capsule and the non-safety PM-Tag, the Model 880 package is open to the atmosphere.
The internal operating pressure of the containment system is considered to be in equilibrium with the outside
pressure of the package. Therefore, an initial pressure other than ambient pressure has no effect on these tests.

3.2 Normal Conditions of Transport (NCT) Tests
Heat per 10 CFR Part 71.71 (C) (1) and IAEA TS-R-1 Para 655: This test will not be performed. The new
PM-Tag jacket will not change the previous evaluation in Test Plan 100 for an ambient temperature of 100°F
in still air, and insolation according to the table given in 10 CFR Part 71.71 (C) (1).
Cold per 10 CFR Part 71.71 (C) (2) and IAEA TS-R-1 Para 664: This test will not be performed. As stated
above in the section addressing ambient temperature initial conditions, the new PM-Tag jacket will not change
the previous evaluation for an ambient temperature of -40°F in still air, and shade.
External Pressures per 10 CFR Part 71.71 (C) (3) & (4) and IAEA TS-R-1 Para 660: This test will not be
performed. As stated above in the section addressing normal operating pressure initial conditions, the new PMTag will not change the previous evaluation for external pressures of3.5 psi or 20 psi absolute.
Vibration per 10 CFR Part 71.71 (C) (5) and IAEA TS-R-1 Para 612: This test will not be performed. The
new PM-Tag jacket will not change the previous evaluation in Test Plan 115 for vibration normally incident in
transport.
Water Spray per 10 CFR Part 71.71 (C) (6) and IAEA TS-R-1 Para 721: The test preconditioning will not
be performed. The Model 880 with PM-Tag is constructed of waterproof materials throughout. The water spray
would not contribute to any degradation in the structural integrity of the transport package. The lithium-ion
batteries contained within a watertight housing are made with so little lithium metal that they are not expected
to react with water.
Free Drop per 10 CFR Part 71.71 (C) (7) and IAEA TS-R-1 Para 722 (a): This test shall be performed.
The Model 880 with PM-Tag weighs less than 11 ,000 pounds. Therefore, the package shall be dropped from a
distance of 1.2 meters (m) or 4 feet (ft.) onto a flat essentially unyielding, horizontal surface, striking the surface
in a position for which maximum damage is expected.
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Corner Drop per 10 CFR Part 71.71 (C) (8) and IAEA TS-R-1 Para 722 (b): This test does not apply and
will not be performed. The Model 880 with PM-Tag is not constructed of fiberboard, wood or contains fissile
material.
Compression per 10 CFR Part 71.71 (C) (9) & TS-R-1 para 723: This test will not be performed. The new
PM-Tag jacket will not change the previous compression test results in Test Plan 100. The Model 880
successfully passed this test without the standard jacket. The PM-Tag jacket is expected to add more protection
to the package than without.
Penetration per 10 CFR Part 71.71 (C) (10) & TS-R-1 para 724: This test will not be performed. The new
PM-Tag jacket will not change the previous penetration test results in Test Plan 100. The Model 880
successfully passed this test without the standard jacket. The PM-Tag jacket is expected to add more protection
to the package than without.
3.3 Hypothetical Accident Conditions (HAC) Tests
Free Drop per 10 CFR Part 71.73 (C) (1) and IAEA TS-R-1 Para 727 (a): This test shall be performed.
The Model 880 with PM-Tag package shall be dropped from a distance of 9 meters or 30 feet onto a flat
essentially unyielding, horizontal surface, striking the surface in a position for which maximum damage is
expected.
Crush per 10 CFR Part 71.73 (C) (2) and IAEA TS-R-1 Para 727 (c): This test will not be performed. The
Model 880 radioactive contents are either special form or normal form radioactive material less than 1OOOA2
values, therefore this test does not apply.
Puncture per 10 CFR Part 71.73 (C) (3) and IAEA TS-R-1 Para 727 (b): This test shall be performed. The
Model 880 with PM-Tag package shall be dropped from a distance of 1 meter or 40 inches onto the upper end
of a solid, vertical, cylindrical, mild steel bar mounted on an essentially unyielding, horizontal surface, striking
the surface in a position for which maximum damage is expected.
Thermal per 10 CFR Part 71.73 (C) (4) and IAEA TS-R-1 Para 728: This test will not to be performed.
The Model 880 transport package has previously been evaluated for this requirement in the test results of Test
Plan 108. If substantial damage were to occur during testing and there is a significant opening in the welded
body that could expose the DU shield, the waiver of thermal testing will be re-evaluated.
Except for maybe the lithium ion battery, the materials used in the PM-Tag jacket will not change the results of
the original thermal test evaluation. During a fire, the non~metallic items listed for the PM-Tag jacket assembly
are expected to burn, melt, or soften without negatively affecting the radiological safety of the package. The
lithium ion battery will be tested and/or evaluated at 800°C for 30 minutes separately in an another
report.
Immersion per 10 CFR Part 71.73 (C) (6) and IAEA TS-R-1 Para 729: This test will not be performed.
Only the source capsule (containment vessel) is sealed. The source capsule is designed and tested to withstand
external pressures well in excess of 22 psi. All other assemblies are designed to allow equalization of internal
and external pressure.

Section 4 Acceptance Criteria
4.1 Regulatory Requirements
The following acceptance criteria shall be used for assessing package compliance to the regulatory
requirements.
•

Normal Conditions of Transport (10 CFR 71.43(t))
There should be no loss or dispersal of radioactive contents, no significant increase in external surface
radiation levels and no substantial reduction in the effectiveness of the packaging.
IAEA Safety Standards Series No. TS-R-1, Para 622 (b) stipulates that the loss of shielding integrity
should not result in more than a 20% increase in the radiation level at any external surface of the package.
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•

Hypothetical Accident Conditions (10 CFR 71.51(a))

There should be no escape of radioactive materials greater than A2 in one week and no external dose rate
greater than 1 R/hr at 1m from the external surface with the maximum radioactive contents which the
package is designed to carry.

4.2 Test Package Contents
The Model 880 with PM-Tag is designed to carry a welded source capsule mounted onto various flexible wire
source assemblies which can be represented by the Model A424-9 source assembly. Containment of the
radioactive source capsule is checked when the source is manufactured.
Except for the 4-foot drop tests, a simulated Model A424-9 source assembly will be loaded into the test unit for
all other testing. Units dropped from 4-feet will be loaded with a low activity Ir-192 source assembly containing
about 10 curies or less. Radiation levels after testing will be measured by replacing the simulated or low activity
source with a Ir-192 source having an activity around 150 curies (5.55 TBq) to evaluate the impact and
acceptance of the testing on the PM-Tag components.

Section 5 Failure Modes of Interest
5.1 General
Test orientations and conditions in Section 5.3 talce advantage of the weight and center of gravity location in
an effort to inflict as much damage as possible to the package in an attempt to cause one or more of the failure
modes in Section 5.2 which could prevent a positive assessment in regards to the acceptance criteria of Section
4.

5.2 Potential Failure Modes
Failure modes for normal and accident condition tests include the following:
1.

Significant shield displacement away from the source capsule.

2. Complete detachment of the rear plate assembly from the package.
3. Removal of the simulated source assembly from the package.
4. High deformation of the welded body enough to significantly change the radiation dose measurements on
and around the package beyond acceptable limits.
5. A large opening in the welded body enough to allow the polyurethane foam to fall away from the shield
and package in any orientation during a fire test.

5.3 Drop Test Orientations
Failure modes 1 through 4 listed in Section 5.2 all involve changing the relative position of the source to the
shield and body enough to raise radiation levels on and around the package. Based on previous test results and
analysis, the best way to increase the chance for one or more of these failures is to target the rear plate assembly
in an attempt to break, displace, and/or deform the source-to-shield relative location.
The ideal drop orientation for targeting the rear plate assembly is to align the long axis of the test unit vertically
perpendicular to the drop pad surface with the rear plate dust cover at the lowest point and the center of gravity
over the dust cover. This orientation will attempt to break the security screws attaching the rear plate to the
shield housing. This orientation has the best potential for causing failure modes 1 through 4.
This worst case drop orientation ensures the entire weight of the device is available in an attempt to remove the
source from the shield. The free body diagram below shows the force vectors associated with the rear plate
upon impact. The majority of the impact load is acting in compression normal to the rear plate and attachment
surface. But about 26% of the impact load is applied in direct shear across the attachment surface because the
endplate is at 15 degrees from the plane of the impact surface. Fastener bending can also occur from the
elastoplastic response of the welded body upon impact.
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Top surface, bottom surface, side surface, and low angle (slap down) impacts will not induce enough damage
to the package to cause one of the listed failure modes. The jacket material and geometry is expected to absorb
a large portion of the impact force and slow the rate of deceleration in all these orientations.
15°sin A= 0.26

A=1
15°cos A=0.97

IMPACT/1
TARGET
IMPACT
SURFACE
(DROP PAO)

DROP
HEIGHT

Figure 5.3.1. All Drop Orientations.

Figure 5.3.2. Drop Orientation Free Body Diagram.

5.4 Thermal Test Assessment
Based on the results of previous drop testing done on the Model 880 without the jacket, the failure mode (5) for
creating a substantial opening in the welded body enough to allow the foam to fall away has never been achieved
even when dropped without the benefit of the impact absorbing jacket.
The PM-Tag jacket is made of the same material as the standard jacket and is thicker in some sections.
Therefore, drop orientations to test for failure mode 5 will not be performed. However, drop orientations for
this failure mode will be considered if damage from a drop indicates a potential for the loss of the polyurethane
foam .

Section 6 Test Unit Construction and Condition
Two test units are to be built for testing. Both units shall be manufactured to drawing number 880PM90-TP216
(See Attachment 10.1) and temporary manufacturing instructions (TMI) #942 & #943 in accordance with the
QSA Global, Inc. (QSA) Quality Assurance Program. The weight of each unit should not be greater than 55
pounds. However, if any unit exceeds this limit, then the variation shall be recorded and the heavier unit shall
be used in the drop test sequence.
Except for the 4-foot free drop test, a simulated Model A424-9 source shall be installed in the package for all
other tests. Post-test radiation levels will be measured on and around the test unit after the 1.2 meter and
puncture drop tests with an Ir-192 source at an activity near the package capacity. A high activity Model A4249 source will replace the simulated and/or low activity source for radiation measurements and to evaluate the
test unit's performance against the acceptance criteria of Section 4.
The PM-Tagjacket assembly is designed, manufactured, and supplied by PNNL. The PM-Tag jacket is depicted
on QSA drawing 880PM-41 -X (See Attachment 10.2). The "-X" indicates the drawing is tabulated for the
different jacket colors. Except for the color, all other aspects of the jacket assembly are identical.
All test units shall be assembled by QSA staff currently building standard Model 880 units. TMI #942 is to be
used to build test unit #TP216- l & TMI #943 is to be used to build test unit #TP216-2. Both units are identical.
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One will be used for testing and the other put aside as a spare in the event the first unit is dropped incorrectly
or misses the target feature.
All test units shall be inspected by the QSA Quality Control (QC) staff to the requirements of assembly drawing
880PM90-TP2 l 6 and to each TMI as needed.
Except for the electronics and batteries, all materials used in the Model 880 with PM-Tag are the same as the
standard Model 880 series. For reference, the structural materials are type 300-series stainless steel and titanium,
the shielding materials are depleted uranium and tungsten, and the non-safety related part materials are plastic,
aluminum, brass, copper, and rubber. All structurally significant materials of the package exhibit a negligible
change in mechanical properties (fracture toughness, strength, and ductility) within the temperature range of 40°F to 100°F. The shielding materials are relatively brittle throughout this entire temperature range.
The PM-Tag jacket is classified as a safety class "C" item since it simulates package dunnage which provides
some impact absorption, but is not relied upon to be present to survive the testing. The jacket is constructed of
cast polyurethane with two antennas embedded with the stainless steel tube and cable. A secondary assembly
is installed in the base of the jacket and it is made from polypropylene, rechargeable lithium-ion batteries, a
printed circuit board with surface mounted electronics, and a battery recharging coil.

Section 7 Test Equipment and Material
The equipment list worksheets in Section 9 identify the equipment required, with additional space to list other
necessary equipment and measuring instruments needed to perform the tests. Additional materials and
equipment used to facilitate the tests will be listed as needed.

Section 8 Test Procedure
8.1 General

All test units are to be tested in the sequence presented below. Each test subjects the test specimen to a worst
case test condition within the test parameters required by 10 CFR Part 71. The cumulative effects of the test
sequence shall be used to evaluate the transport integrity and radiological safety of the package.
8.2 Roles and Responsibilities

The responsibilities of the groups identified in this plan are:
•

Engineering executes the tests according to the test plan and summarizes the test results.

•

Regulatory Affairs (RA) monitors the tests and reviews the test plan, report, and documentation for
compliance with regulatory requirements.

•

Quality Assurance (QA) monitors the tests and reviews the test plan, report, and documentation for
compliance with the QSA Global Quality Assurance Program.

•

Radiation Safety Officer (RSO) prepares and monitors the test area for radiation safety and security.

•

Quality Control (QC) is responsible for ensuring the test equipment is calibrated and performs all pre
and post-test radiation measurements per WI-Q-1816.

8.3 Test Unit Preparation and Inspection

1. Build and inspect two test units per drawing number 880PM90-TP216 and TMis #942 & #943.
2. Each unit shall be loaded with a Ir-192 source having an activity around 150 curies (5.55 TBq) and
profiled per WI-Q-1816.
3. Attach provisions for hanging the test unit in the test orientation.
4. Ensure the radiation work permit is approved to allow the 4-foot drop test to be done with a test unit
containing a low activity Ir-192 source.
TestPlan216
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5. After profile inspection, reload one test unit with a low activity source containing around 10 curies of
Ir-192.
6. Review all fabrication and inspection records to ensure documentation is complete and in accordance
with the QSA Global Quality Assurance Program.

8.4 Normal Condition of Transport 1.2 Meter Free Drop Test.
NOTE: Only the 1.2-meter free drop test will be performed with a low activity "live" source. This will allow
PNNL staff to monitor and evaluate the performance of the PM-Tag when stressed under normal conditions of
transport. Ensure the test unit is loaded with the active source and the source ID tag is in place.
Precautions must be taken to ensure the safety of the public and staff at all times.

tahie'. s:•rt-, / ·
Test Requirement
Test Unit ID
Source Assembly
Test Equipment
Test Procedure
Drop Height

Test Orientation

Normal conCiitlon or Trans1>oa-i:2--M:eter ~Free':J>rol>1rest ~rn~t:.';;:~
IO CFR Part 71.7l(c)(7)
TP2 l 6- l (Include source "activity" tag)
Model A424-9 low activity source (IO Ci or less)
Use TP216 Worksheet 9.1 -Test Unit & Equipment Documentation
Use TP216 Worksheet 9.2-Test Checklist
1.2 meters (4 feet) - Drop tests height to be adjusted based on the
test specimen weight to simulate impact of a package at the
maximum weight of 55 lbs. Actual drop test height to be recorded
on data sheets.
Fh?ure 5.3.1

8.5 Post Test Assessment- 1.2 Meter Free Drop
Use TP216 worksheet 9.3 to record post-test data and perform an on-site post-test assessment.

8.6 Post Test Radiation Profile Inspection - 1.2 Meter Free Drop
1. Check the location of the source capsule to determine if any movement occurred.
2. Load the test unit with a Ir-192 source having an activity around 150 curies (5.55 TBq), making sure that
the source position and the package configuration is the same as they were immediately after the last test.
3. Measure and record a radiation profile of each test unit in accordance with QSA Global Work Instruction
WI-Q-1806.

8.7 Hypothetical Accident Condition 9 Meter Free Drop Test
:;ra-bie'.8~1 '··,->>/:

. ·_. ., :; ·;HYJ>otiletlcaEAcddent 'condition'9 tMeier~ree::Dforh're5H;;:~,,:;;;; ·

Test Requirement
Test Unit ID
Source Assembly
Test Equipment
Test Procedure
Drop Height

Test Orientation

10 CFR Part 71.73(c)(l)
TP216-l (Include "EMPTY" tag)
Model A424XL-9 Simulated Source Assembly
Use TP216 Worksheet 9.1 -Test Unit & Equipment Documentation
Use TP216 Worksheet 9.2-Test Checklist
9 meters (30 feet) - Drop tests height to be adjusted based on the
test specimen weight to simulate impact of a package at the
maximum weight of 55 lbs. Actual drop test height to be recorded
on data sheets.
Figure 5.3.1

8.8 Post Test Assessment - 9 Meter Free Drop
Use TP216 worksheet 9.3 to record post-test data and perform an on-site post-test assessment.
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8.9 Hypothetical Accident Condition Puncture Drop Test

'Table,83) :.\-.:.·:.

:~.;:· •.:.' ·.·:···::.~:

Test Requirement
Test Unit ID
Source Assembly
Test Equipment
Test Procedure
Drop Height

Billet Height

.il:VPothetfoa1 Accident ·conditioil;PU:rictiii'.e :oroi>.test ·/.:.§>;.' C'

, ....
:-.· .. ··

..•.

10 CFR Part 71.73(c)(3)
TP216-1 (Include "EMPTY" tag)
Model A424XL-9 Simulated Source Assembly
Use TP216 Worksheet 9.1 - Test Unit & Equipment Documentation
Use TP216 Worksheet 9.2-Test Checklist
1 meters (40 inches) - Drop tests height to be adjusted based on the
test specimen weight to simulate impact of a package at the
maximum weight of 55 lbs. Actual drop test height to be recorded
on data sheets.
12 inched tall. Minimum height (8") required in 10 CFR 71.73(c)(3)
The test unit has no projections or overhanging members longer than
12 inches which could act as impact absorbers, allowing the billet to
cause the maximum damage to the test unit.

The billet shall be bolted to the drop surface.
Test Orientation
Figure 5.3.1
If the orientation needs to be changed, the new orientation must be documented and
approved with a justification describing how it would be a worst condition than the planned
orientation.
8.10 Post Test Assessment- Puncture Drop Test
Use TP216 Worksheet 9.3 - Test Data form to record post-test data and on-site post-test assessment.
8.11 Post Test Radiation Profile Inspection - Puncture Drop Test
4. Check the location of the simulated source capsule to determine if any movement occurred.
5. Load the test unit with an Ir-192 A424-9 source having an activity around 150 curies (5.55 TBq), making
sure that the source position and the package configuration is the same as they were immediately after the
last test.
6.

Measure and record a radiation profile of each test unit in accordance with QSA Global Work Instruction
WI-Q-1806.

8.12 Final Test Inspection & Assessment- Post Puncture Drop
Use TP216 Worksheet 9.4 - Post Test Inspection Data form to record the post-test inspection and assessment.

Section 9 Worksheets
Use the following worksheets to execute the tests of Section 8 and record data for each test:
•

TP216 Worksheet 9.2 -Test Checklist

•

TP216 Worksheet 9.3 - Test Data

Include the following worksheets in the final test report:
•

TP216 Worksheet 9.1 - Test Unit & Equipment List

•

TP216 Worksheet 9.4 - Post Test Inspection Data
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Safety Analysis Report for the Model 880 Series Transport Package
QSA Global, Inc.
Burlington, Massachusetts

June 2017 - Revision 12
Page 3-1

Section 3 - THERMAL EVALUATION
3.1

Description of Thermal Design
The Model 880 Series transport packages are completely passive thermal devices having no
mechanical cooling system or relief valves. The exterior surface finish of the package is light
silvery stainless steel having an absorptivity of about 0.44, or a reflectivity of 0.56. Cooling of
the package is through free convection and radiation. There are no specific cooling or insulating
design features . Pressure relief of the container weldment is only necessary during the thermal
test and is provided by the holes in both the rear and front end plates which will vent to
atmosphere.

3.1.1

Design Features

The Model 880 Series transport packages are described in Section 1. The thin walls of the steel
weldment exhibit almost no thermal gradient. During a fire test, the exterior steel weldment will
very quickly heat to a uniform temperature, eliminating stresses induced by thermal differentials
within the material. Further, the steel weldment will move and flex easily, thus relieving any
thermal expansion stress without rupture.
The containers use depleted uranium shielding. The depleted uranium is fully enclosed in the
welded steel structure and endplates which are attached by screws. This construction prevents
oxidation by severely limiting oxygen from reaching the depleted uranium shield.

3.1.2

Decay Heat of Contents

The maximum activity for this package is 150 Ci of lr-192. Accounting for source absorption,
this equals a maximum content activity of 345 Ci of Ir-192. The corresponding decay heat
generation rate for the content activity is approximately 3 Watts (See Table 1.2.B).

3.1.3

Summary Tables of Temperatures

.

Ta ble 31
. A : Summar>' Tableo fT empera t ures
Temperature
Co ndition
Insolation (38°C in full sun)
Decay Heating (38°C in shade)
Fire Test During & Maximum Post-Fire Test

3.1.4

Model 880 Series Package
65.4°C (149.7°F)
50°C (1 22°F)
800°C (l ,472°F)

Comments
Section 3 .4. 1.1
Section 3.4.1.2

Summary Tables of Maximum Pressures

All package components important to safety are vented to atmosphere. As such, no pressure will
build up in these components under either Normal or Hypothetical Accident conditions. Normal
operating conditions will generate negligible pressure differential within the package. The
package has the ability to withstand elevated atmospheric pressure because all components,
except the special form source and the watertight battery case used in the Version 3 jacket, are
open to the atmosphere.
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Any pressure generated within the special form source or battery case is significantly below that
which would be generated during the Hypothetical Accident Conditions thermal test, which is
shown in Sections 2.7.4, 2.7.4.3 and 3.4.1.4 to result in no loss of structural integrity or
containment.

Ta bl e 3 1 B : S ummary T a bleo fM aXImum p ressures

3.2

Package
Configuration

Void Volume in 3

Normal Conditions
67°C (1 52°F)
Pressure Developed

Fire Conditions
800°C (I ,472°F)
Pressure Developed

880 Series

0

0 psig

0 psig

Comments

Material Properties and Component Specifications
3.2.1

Material Properties

Table 3.2.A lists the relevant thermal properties of the important materials in the transport
package. The sources referred to in the last column are listed below the table.

..

. Is
rmc1pa IT rans port p ac k aee M atena
T a bl e 3 2 A : Th erma IP roperties o f p.
Melting/Combustion
Thermal Expansion 1
Source
Temperature
Depleted
1,130°C
Reference #1, p. 60.68
8µin/in°F
Uranium
11 and Reference #2
{2,066°F)
l,510°C
Reference # 1, p.
Steel (nominal)
0.28
6.3µin/in°F
6-7 and 6-11
{2,750°F)
Stainless Steell ,400-l ,450°C
Reference # 1, p.
0.29
9.9µin/in °F
Type 304L
6-11
(2,550-2,640°F)
3,370°C
Reference # 1, p.
0.70
Tungsten
2.4µin/in °F
6-51
(6,098°F)
1,500 - l , 100°c
Reference #4
Titanium
0.16
l lµrn/m°K
(2,732 - 3,092°F)
1
Note that the thermal expansions of the materials in this table are temperature dependent.
Material

Density
(lb/in 3 )

Resource references:
I. Eugene A. Avallone and Theodore Baumeister III, Mark's Standard Handbook for
Mechanical Engineers, Tenth Edition, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1996.
2. Lowenstein, Paul. Industrial Uses of Depleted Uranium . American Society for Metals.
Metals Handbook, Volume 3, Ninth Edition.
3. Metals Handbook. American Society for Metals, 8th Edition.
4. ASM Material Properties Handbook Titanium Alloys, ed. Rodney Boyer, Gerhard Welsch,
E.W. Collings, 1994.
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Component Specifications

All components are specified and described on the descriptive drawings included in Appendix
1.3.

3.3

General Considerations
3.3.1

Evaluation by Analysis

Evaluations by analysis are described in the section they apply to in this Safety Analysis Report
or when applicable in the Test Plans contained in Appendix 2.12.

3.3.2

Evaluation by Test

Evaluations by direct testing are documented in the Test Plans contained in Appendix 2.12 or are
described in the section they apply to in this Safety Analysis Report.

3.4

Thermal Evaluation Under Normal Conditions of Transport
3.4.1

Heat and Cold

3.4.1.1 Insolation and Decay Heat
This analysis determines the maximum surface temperature produced by solar heating of the
transport package surface in accordance with JO CFR 71.7l(c)(1) and Table XI ofIAEA TSR-1.
The following design analysis calculates the steady state surface temperature of a cylindrical
package subjected to insolation and self-heat. The analysis is based on recognized heat
transfer theory and specifically, that the total heat input due to the self-heat of the radioactive
contents and the insolation energy absorbed must balance the heat loss due to convection and
emitted radiation from the package surface.

+
L

0

Figure 3.4.A: Model of Cylindrical Package for Heat Analysis
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The package is evaluated in the orientation shown in Figure 3.4a, which also defines the
overall package dimensions. In order to assure conservatism, the following assumptions are
made:
a.

Basic Input Parameters:
Max Content Activity, A = 345 Ci of lr-192 (150 Ci x 2.3 for self absorption)
The surface finish of the package is light silvery grade 304 stainless steel
Length of Package, L = 0.33 m
Diameter of Package, ~ = 0.127 m
Stefan-Boltzmann constant, cr = 5.669 x io-8 W/m 2K4
By Kirchhoffs Law Emissivity, E =Absorptivity, a.= 0.44
(Ref: Heat Transmission, 3rd Edition - M0 Adams)

Ambient Temperature, TA= 311 °K
Area of cylinder ends, ACE = 0.025 m2
Total Area of curved surfaces, Acs = 0.132 m2
Decay Heat Input QDT = 3 W
The transport package is assumed to undergo free radiative heat transfer from the top and
sides.
b.

The transport package is assumed to undergo free convective heat transfer from the top,
sides and bottom .

c.

To maximize the temperature of the stainless steel cylinder surface temperature, the
inside transport package faces are considered perfectly insulated so there is no
conduction into the transport package. In use, the inside transport package will act as a
heat sink during daylight hours and a heat source during the night, but this will be
ignored for this calculation.

d.

The transport package is approximated as a right cylinder with dimensions, 5 inches
(0.13 m) in diameter and 13 inches (0.33m) long (approximation of the solid length of
the cylinder).

e.

The surfaces of the transport package are assumed to be solid. The faces are considered
to be sufficiently thin so that no temperature gradients exist in the faces.

f.

The worst case decay heat load (3 Watts) is added to the solar heat input load.

g.

The worst case heat load from the PM-tag charging electronics is not added to the
insolation thermal analysis because the Model 880 with PM-tag is transported inside
the charging box and not exposed to the sun in this case.

This assessment serves to bound the Model 880 as a worst case condition when using any
version of the optional jackets. These calculations are based on the steady-state
equilibrium relationship between the heat gained by the package and the heat lost.
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Heat Input, QrN = Heat Output, QouT in the steady-state.
Q1N = Solar Heat Input + Decay Heat
QouT = Heat loss by Radiation and Convection
QIE = Heat input due to insolation falling on ends
Q1c = Heat input due to insolation on curved surfaces,
Solar Heat Input

=

a(QJE + Q1c), where a is the absorptivity

The solar heat input is the combined solar heating of the top horizontal surface and the
vertical side surface. The insolation data, provided in 10 CFR 71. 71 (c)(I), is found in Table
3.4.A.

Table 3.4.A: Insolation Data
Surface

Insolation for a 12 hour period
(g-cal/cm 2 or W /m 2)

Horizontal base
Other horizontal flat surfaces
Non-horizontal flat surfaces
Curved surfaces

None

800
200
400

Practically all solid materials used in engineering are opaque to thermal radiation (even glass
is only transparent to a fairly narrow range of wavelengths), and thermal radiation is in fact
either reflected or absorbed within a very shallow depth of matter. Thus for solids it is
possible to neglect transmissivity and write:
reflectivity, p +absorptivity, a
i.e., the sum of the radiation reflected and absorbed by the material is equal to the total
incident energy. Since the reflected energy does not contribute to the heat energy contained
within the system, or package, it is not necessary to consider it in the analysis. However, the
absorptivity of the material is the fraction of the total incident energy entering the system,
which in this case is the heat input due to insolation.
Heat input due to insolation falling on ends, QIE = 200 W/m 2 xAcE = 5 W
Heat input due to insolation on curved surfaces, Q1c = 400 W/m 2 xAcs =52.8 W
In the case of a cylindrical package standing on the ground, the top surface can radiate freely
to the surroundings assumed to be effectively at ambient temperature. For the vertical
surface, the upper 90° of azimuth can radiate freely to the surrounding air in the same way as
the top surfaces. However, some radiation emitted in the lower 90° will be intercepted by the
ground and vice versa. Owing to the complex nature of radiation interchange, and allowing
for this asymmetrical characteristic, a geometrical factor g is assumed in the following
analysis.
For curved surfaces, g,, =
For vertical surfaces, g,; =

0.5
0.5
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Radiation heat transfer from curved surfaces,

Radiation heat transfer from end surface,

Heat transfer by convection is complex as it represents a dynamic process involving fluid
flow. Newton introduced a quantity known as the "heat transfer coefficient" represented by
the symbol, h. From Newton's Law of cooling due to heat loss by convection:
Qc = hA[Tw-TA]
Consider the curved surface of the cylinder:
Cylindrical Surface Convection, Qcc = HcAcs[Tw-T A]
Where the free convection coefficient, He = l.32{(1/<j>) 114(Tw-TA) 114 } (Ref I)
Therefore, Qcc = 0.27(T w-T A) 514
Considering the vertical surfaces of the cylinder:
Vertical End Surface Convection, QcE = HsACE{Tw-TA}
Where the free convection coefficient, Hs= l.42{(1 /<j>) 114 (Tw-TA) 114 } (Ref. I)
Therefore, QcE = 0. 06 (T w-T A) 125
Total Heat Input, QIN = a(Q!E + Qrc) + QoT = 28.4 W
Total Heat Output, QouT= (QRc + QRE) + (Qcc + QCE)
28.4 W = l.86x10-9 {Tw4 -(311) 4 } + 3.34x 10- 1(Tw - (311)) 125
Iteration of this relationship yields a maximum wall temperature (Tw) of 65.4 °C (149.7°F).
This temperature would constitute the most onerous Normal Transport thermal condition.
Based on the package materials of construction, this temperature will not be sufficient to
adversely affect the package containment or shielding integrity since the melting
temperatures of all safety critical components are well above this temperature. It is
therefore concluded that the Model 880 Series transport package will maintain its structural
integrity and shielding effectiveness under the normal transport heat condition.
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Still Air (shaded) Decay Heating

This analysis calculates the maximum surface temperature of the Model 880 Series
Transport package in the shade (i.e., no insolation effects), assuming an ambient
temperature of 38°C (100°F), per 10 CFR 7 l.43(g).
The same assumptions from Section 3 .4.1 .1 are used except for the Version 3 jacket, the
worst case added heat generated by the battery and electronics contained in the jacket is
bounded by the assessment in Technical Report 318 (see Appendix 3.6.1).
The following heat calculations, for the Model 880 without the optional jacket, are based on
the steady-state equilibrium relationship between the heat gained by the package and the
heat lost.
Heat Input, QIN = Heat Output, QoUT and QIN = Decay Heat = 3 Watts
QouT = Heat Joss by Convection
Heat transfer by convection is complex as it represents a dynamic process involving fluid
flow. Newton introduced a quantity known as the "heat transfer coefficient" represented by
the symbol, h. From Newton's Law of cooling due to heat loss by convection:
Qc = hA[Tw-TA] (W)
Considering the curved surface of the cylinder:
Cylindrical Surface Convection, Qcc = HcAcs[T w-T A]
Where the free convection coefficient, He = l.32{(1/$) 114(Tw-TA) 114 }
(Ref. 1 Section 3.4.1.2)
Therefore, Qcc = 0.27 (Tw-TA) 125
Considering the vertical surfaces of the cylinder:
Vertical End Surface Convection, QCE = HsAcE{T w-T A}
Where the free convection coefficient, Hs = l.42{(1/$) 114(Tw-T A) 114 }
(Ref. 1 Section 3.4.1.2)
Therefore, QCE = 0.06 x(Tw-T A)1- 25
Total Heat Input, QIN = QnT = 3 W
Total Heat Output, QouT= (Qcc + QCE) = 3.34x 10- 1(Tw -TA)1- 25
Since Heat Input, QIN =Heat Output, QouT, in the steady state.
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SolvingforTw, Tw=TA+[3/(3.34 xl0- 1)] 0 8 = 320°K
Therefore, a maximum wall temperature (Tw) of 47°C (117°F), which is less than the
maximum 50°C (122°F) allowed by 10 CFR 7 l.43(g).
Assessment for the Model 880 using the Version 3 jacket based on the heat added by the
battery and electronics contained in the jacket is shown in the assessments contained in
Technical Report 318 (see Appendix 3.6.1). From Technical Report 318, it is shown that
the maximum temperature of the Model 880 using the Version 3 jacket and not transported
within the charging box is 48°C (1l8°F). Also from this technical report, the maximum
temperature on the surface of the Model 880 when transport using the Version 3 jacket and
within the charging box is 50°C (122°F).

3.4.1.3 Cold Effected Materials
See section 2.6.2.

3.4.1.4 Model 880 Series Type B(U) Source Capsule Thermal Analysis
This analysis demonstrates that the pressure inside the Model 880 Series source capsule,
when subjected to the Hypothetical Accident Conditions of Transport thermal test, does
not exceed the pressure which corresponds to the minimum yield strength at the thermal
test temperature.
The source capsules used in the 880 Series are all special form tested and approved. The
thermal test for special form capsules involves heating the capsules at 800°C for at least
10 minutes and allowing the capsules to cool afterwards. Test capsules are tested for
leak tightness after this test and must pass intact in order to achieve special form status.
Special form capsules are also brought up to the 800°C temperature and allowed to cool
prior to integrity testing. The special form capsules serve as the primary containment for
the radioactive material and they demonstrate their ability to retain integrity at 800°C.
Therefore it is concluded that the container and contents meet the requirements of this
section.

3.4.2

Temperatures Resulting in Maximum Thermal Stresses

The temperature and pressure variations described in Sections 3.4.1and3.4.3 will not adversely
affect the transport package during normal transport since the melting temperatures of all safety
critical components are well above these temperatures and the package will experience no
pressures sufficient to cause package failure. It is therefore concluded that the Model 880 Series
transport packages will maintain their structural integrity and shielding effectiveness under the
normal transport thermal stress conditions.
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Maximum Normal Operating Pressure

All 880 Series components important to safety are vented to the atmosphere. As such, pressure
will not build up in the packages during Normal Transport conditions. Containers will exhibit a
pressure differential of 0 psi as they are vented to the atmosphere with no means for creating a
pressure differential. No other contributing gas sources are present.

3.5

Thermal Evaluation Under Hypothetical Accident Conditions
3.5.1

Initial Conditions

The thermal test was not performed. Rather, an assessment was performed to demonstrate that
the thermal test would not create sufficient additional damage to the package that would cause it
to fail final profile criteria.
Consideration of the principle materials of manufacture and their melting points indicates that
they would not fail and shielding integrity would not be significantly degraded. (See Table
2.2.A)
Damage to the outer containment, increasing the potential for oxygen ingress to the shield, by a
build-up of pressure within the assembly through the pyrolization of the foam, expansion ofa
trapped volume of air or thermal runaway temperature increases related to the lithium ion cells in
the Version 3 jacket battery is not possible. The package is vented to atmosphere through both
the front and rear end plates. These vents will relieve any internal generation or expansion of
gases created by the elevated temperatures.
Damage incurred during the drop testing (4 foot, 30 foot and puncture) was minimal, consisting
of insignificant deformation of the shell, lock mounting block and dust cover, slight bowing of
the end plates and loss of two lock plate bolts. None of the damage increased, or created any
new, significant pathways for the ingress of oxygen. Oxygen ingress has been shown empirically
to be the primary contributing factor in the oxidation of depleted uranium shields during thermal
testing (see Section 2.7.4.5.b).

3.5.2

Fire Test Conditions

Without the possibility of gross oxidation, and subsequent destruction of the shield, thermal
failure is then predicated on mechanical degradation of the packages' support structure. The
Model 880 is predominately of welded stainless steel construction. A similar type of construction
was analyzed for the Model 865 (Certificate of Compliance number 9165). The thermal analysis
for the Model 865 is part of the documentation referenced for that package under the USNRC
Certificate of Compliance USA/9165/B(U). It showed that the thermal gradients that occur
during temperature ramp-up (especially within the first 3 minutes) do not create undue stresses
on the structure of the device (- 4-5% strain).
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In addition, the effect of structural yielding under self-weight at temperature caused by the
degradation of mechanical properties of the materials of construction was insignificant. Areas
examined were:
a.
b.
c.

Tear-out of the shield support pin from the support bracket with the device in a vertical
position (see Section 2.7.4.5.c(l)).
Cracking of the depleted uranium (DU) around the titanium support pin due to
differential expansion (see Section 2.7.4.5.c(2)).
De-attachment of the rear lock assembly due to failure of the three- (3) remaining
security screws (see Section 2.7.4.5.c(3)).

Based on the previous empirical data and analyses, including assessment of the lithium ion
battery described in Section 2.7.4, we conclude that oxidation of the shield will not occur, the
structural integrity of the package will remain intact and the containment of the source will not
be affected. As such, the Model 880 would pass the thermal test without exceeding the final
profile criteria.

3.5.3

Maximum Temperatures and Pressure

See Sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4. All 880 Series components, important to safety, are vented to the
atmosphere. The packages are vented to atmosphere through both the front and rear end plates.
These vents will relieve any internal generation or expansion of gases created by the elevated
temperatures. As such, pressure will not build up in the packages during Hypothetical Accident
Transport conditions. Containers will exhibit a pressure differential of 0 psi as they are vented to
the atmosphere with no means for creating a pressure differential. No other contributing gas
sources are present.

3.5.4

Temperatures Resulting in Maximum Thermal Stresses

The temperature and pressure variations described in Sections 3.4.1and3.4.3 will not adversely
affect the transport package during normal transport since the melting temperatures of all safety
critical components are well above these temperatures and the package will experience no
pressures sufficient to cause package failure. It is therefore concluded that the Model 880 Series
transport package will maintain its structural integrity and shielding effectiveness under the
hypothetical accident condition transport thermal stress conditions.

3.5.5

Fuel/Cladding Temperatures for Spent Nuclear Fuel

Not applicable. This package is not used for transport of spent nuclear fuel.

3.5.6

Accident Conditions for Fissile Material Packages for Air Transport

Not applicable. This package is not used for transport of Type B quantities of fissile material.

3.6

Appendix
3.6.1

Technical Report 318 (June 2017)

Technical Report No. 318

APPENDIX A:
Table Al. Test Equipment List
.Item ·
Environmental Chamber
Temperature Recorder with
Thermocouples
PM-Tag (Part of Jacket)
PM-Box (Part of STB)
Secure Transport Box (STB}
Model 880 Jacket

~

..

Part#/Version
Enviro FSH600
Cole-Parmer 92000-00 with barcodes
71202, 41203, 41204, & 41205.
PM-Tag R2
PM-BoxRl
93001-TD-001
880PM41-1
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~LABORATORY

IS&T ·Record .ofCalibration

·~. .. ~arcode: 41~03:
-AS FOUND ·oAtA--.
'STANPARD.
Units

20.17·

'°9

20.0

·- !ic

50.55

·oe.
·oe

so.2
80.8;

t-UA

NiA
NIA

NiA
NiA

(Cllanni!1:2f

UNIT UNDER· TEST((): l)•. t~)

Value
-40.76
.-1p.~B

81;09.

II

:_

Value

Units

Error

oC

-40;~

~-

.0.46

-~

-10.9'

,NIA

:NIA·
··NiA.

liiJA

Ni_A

.t-JiA
NIA

:NIA·

NIA

NIA

t-11~.

NIA
-NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA

Tolerance:.
Value'.
Ullits..

:1:2_.o

oe·

".l).~2,

~.o

oc

-0.17

:t2~o

-~

oC

.o.35

:t:2.0..

oc

oC
NiA

.0.29

:1:2;Q

oC

Nii.

NIA
·-·:wA
....... -

NIA.

NiA
NIA
NiA

oC

--~---·

.

· OUtof
Tolerance.
No.
folo

No
No

No

NIA .

NIA
. 'NIA

'WAWA

-·-

WA

.NIA
NIA

NI~

NIA:

NIA.

NiA.

Ill/~

NIA

NiA

llUA

NIA

NiA ...

.NIA.

NI~

NI,&,

N/Pi

Ni~

-~A

NIA.
--NiA

NiA

A$. L~FT PAT4. _JChanJ.1~~-:2) ...
UNIT UNDER:·ll:~T:(l.J~ U~ T~)

·$tANDARb.
Vallie

UriIts

-40.7!1'

oc

-10:58:

Value

.UnltS

... ,

-- Tolerance
Out of
Value: __
. _Units_ .... _'Tolerance
;tzo
No·
oC

Error.
.o.46

..40;3

oc

ac:

~1(1.9·

~·

..q:~2

20;17

UC:

20.0

.0.17

60.65

OQ.

~g.2

.0.36

:1:2.c;J

81.09

oC

~u

oe·
'oc·
oc.

:t2.o
:t2. o

".«I.~

NiA

·NIA

NIA,

NIA

NIA

~A

Nl_A,

NIA

NIA
NIA

NIA' '

NIA

.N/A

NIA

'NI.A

NIA

NIA

._NiA.; .

NIA

NIA

N[A

lli(A

~A.

-..tu.~

NIA
NIA
NiA

Ni.O.
N(A
NIA.

N/A

:~A _____

NIA

NIA

___ _,

•

!

"

NIA
'""

..

....

"C

:Na

~
oC

.No

.:t2.0

·"c

NIA.

N/~

NIA

N/A

No
NiA'.
WA

~fA

:NIA

~A

N/~

Nf~.

NIA

NIA

NIA

NIA

--·NIA

-Nf~· ..

'•

-.

No

--

NIA

Nt~

I

Ni~

Ni~
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Pacific Northwest
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IS&T Record of Calibration
Ba.rco"~:

41204. ·

AS FOUND DATA
cc.han11e13)
·IJNIT Ul\ID~ TE.ST (li. U. Ta

~TAND~

Tolerance

Value

· - ··va1ue

;Out of

. Ettor

-40.3

Units
"C_

· ci:45

:t2.c;i

-10:9

ac.

.;Q.32

~.o

20.0

"C.

.:ii•.11

:t2;0

-o. ;14

:1:2.o

oc
ac
ac.
oc

--0;30

:1:2;0,

"C

-····wA"·----

NIA

Nllf.

. Value

.Units·

Tolerance

Units

-·;.io:1s

. ·Cl(:

~1Q.5B

50.~

ac
'ac
a¢

8~.10·

"C

80.1)

oc
ac

NIA

NIA

~A

.NIA

NIA

NIA

NiA

NIA.

N'A

NIA

NIA
:NIA
:N/A

.NIA

NIA

NIA

NtA

.N/A

NIA

NiA

'NIA
N;A

NIA

WA

NIA

-~A

NIA

NIA
NIA

NIA

i'pA

NiA

NIA

WA

NIA

NIA
:NIA
NIA

·NI~

NIA

N/A
.NIA

NIA
NIA
NIA

NIA
NIA

NIA
NIA

Units.

..Tolerance

20.17

NIA.

NIA

..

N/A
N/A

..

50.2

AS LEFT't>ATA
STANDARD

~o
~ii

No,

No
No·

~eh-annel 3)

U"IT UNDl;R Tl:$T:(U. U. T~)

1-

:ou_tof

Tolerance

Units..

Value

. OriH:s:.

DC

-40.3

·oq_

•1(!,68

"C

-1ii;e

2CL~r

oe·.

20.0

·ac
oc

50.2

~q

81.10

ac
·oq:

•o.8 ·

oe

NIA

-NIA

flitA--

N/A

NIA

N/.A
NIA
NIA

NIA
'Nil.

NIA

NIA

Vallie
-4Q.76

.60;&4'
...

N/A

NIA
N(~-

.

Error

·value .. ·

o.45

~;o

"C

Na

-0.~2-.

it2.(J

"C

No

~0,.17'

:1:2.o·

oe·

No

-0.34

~.o

"C

Nil

-0.30

:t2.0

ac

No

rW~

NIA

NIA

·NIA

'NIA
t<!/A.

f'UA
NIA

.NfA

NIA

NIA

NIA

NiA
NIA_

NiA

NIA

NJA

Nlfi

NIA

NI~

·NIA

NIA.

tuA

NIA
_NIA

NIA
NIA

-·---

'NIA
NIA

..

N/A

NIA

···--

NfA.
NIA

!'4/A
NIA

. N/A
NIA

NIA

NIA
NIA·
NIA
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IS&T Record· of Calibrati:o.n
Barco.de: 41205

AS FO.UND.'DATA:

.. CCha.nnf!l-41.

UNIT UNDER TEST (U. ~.,T.)

STANDARD

No

No
No

NIA

.NJIt

.NIA .

STANDARP

AS' LEFT DATA. (Channel ·4)
. ·uNttONDER TEST:(~··
U. T~) - ·.. - --- --'

Value.

Units

Value

.-40.75

C(l

•1Q.!18

,.

'

-~

.

-.

"

~

Tolerance
Value,
Units:

Out of
Tolerance

Error

-40.3

Units·
oC

Q.45.

:t2,Cr

"C

No

-'10.9

:ii(:

-o.32

20.o

"C
"C '

!i0Ji4

oc

°Q

-0,17

:1:2•.o
4il

No

.20.17

'·oC
o(:

·50.2

"C

-0~34

~o

."C

81.12

'"C

:lio.a·

.o.32

~'.o

"C

NIA.

:NIA

.NIA

··iic
.NIA

NIA

N.i.O.

NIA

NiA

NIA

NIA

NIA.

.NIA

NiA

NIA

NIA

NIA

NIA

NIA

.NIA

NIA

.NIA

NIA

NIA

.NIA

N~

..

No
No

N/A

NIA.

,NIA

NIA

N/A

NtA

NIA

~A

NIA

NIA

Ni~

NIA

NIA:

N/A

:NfA

.NIA:

NiA

NIA

'NIA

N/.i:\

NIA

NIA

'NIA

.NI~

NIA

NIA

WA

NIA

NIA

NIA

"'/A

,NIA
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